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I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
The staClsClcal problem of regression models with Gaussian errors 
In potentially both the dependent and Independent variables has a long 
history. The problem of assessing the goodness-of-fIt of distributional 
normality to a set of data has an even longer history. Only recently 
has theoretical work been done to determine the limiting distribution of 
goodness-of-fIt statistics based on residuals from classical univariate 
regression models - one dependent variable with fixed Independent 
variables measured without error. We consider the problem of testing 
for distributional normality based on residuals from multivariate 
err or s-in-var iables regression models - one or more dependent variables 
with possibly random independent variables measured with error. We also 
consider the problem of how to test for outliers, autocorrelation, and 
homogeneity of variance based on error s-in-var iables regression 
residuals. We begin by giving a mathematical description of the 
problem. 
A. Definition of the Problem 
The multivariate errors-in-varlables regression model is defined 
by, 
\"'tê+®t» \ - 't + "t ' (I'l) 
for t • 1, .n , where , 1 x r , and , 1 x k , are both 
observable random vectors based on a sample of size n . The matrix 
g , k X r , contains the unknown regression coefficients. The sequence 
of n random 1 x k-vectors (x^ , x^ ) Is usually not directly 
observable because of measurement errors vectors , ..., which are 
also not observable. The random vectors are also not 
directly observable, and can be thought of as being composed of 
measurement errors and equation errors. Equation errors represent the 
fact that the linear relationship In (1.1) may not hold exactly. 
Note that the model of (1.1) can also be written. 
In this formulation the model looks like the usual multivariate 
regression model, except that now X^ . and are In general not 
Independent (or uncorrelated) due to the measurement error In X^  . As 
In the usual multivariate regression model, If g Is known the vector 
becomes observable since. 
" X^ JB + Vj. for t » 1, ..., n , ( 1 . 2 )  
where 
't - *t - . (1.3) 
In practice we can only obtain an estimate jg of jg . Then we define. 
3 
Vj. » Yj. - Xj.j| for t-1 (1.4) 
and call these the residual vectors from the model of (1.1) and (1.2). 
We will restrict attention to models for which (e^ , u^ )' for 
t " 1, ..., n are an lid sequence of random vectors from a Np(0, E) 
distribution, where p - r + k . We give more details about this 
assumption and others In the next section, but for now notice that this 
Implies that for t » 1, ..., n Is an lid sequence from a 
N^ (0, E^ ) distribution. Now consider the following assumptions. 
Assumption 1.1. As the sample size n increases the sequence of 
random 1 x k-vectors (x^ , ..., x^ ) In model (1.1) has the property 
that, 
-1 " -1 ° 
n Z x'x + L, a.s. , n E x + L, , a.s. , 
t-1 t-1 
where Is a finite k x k matrix, and Is a finite 1 x k 
vector. This Implies that • „ + m a.s. where • Is a finite 
XX XX XX 
k X k matrix and, 
n _ _ n 
• - (n - 1)~ E (x - x)'(x - x) , X - n" E x . (1.5) 
** t-1 "= t-1  ^
Assumption 1.2. The estimator g Is consistent and 
g _ jg • Op(n~ ) . This Is called « ^ 2 -consistency. 
4 
We show that these two assumptions are sufficient conditions to 
Justify the use of the residual vectors defined In (1.4) In goodness-of-
flt tests of distributional normality of v^ 's defined In (1.2). We do 
this by examining the weak convergence of empirical processes associated 
with the residuals defined in (1.4). We also show that, in large 
samples, these are sufficient conditions to use the regression "t-tests" 
and "F-tests" from the regression of the residuals on lagged values of 
the residuals as a test of autocorrelation. We also show that assump­
tions 1.1 and 1.2 are sufficient conditions for the maximum standardized 
errors-in-varlables regression residual to be used in tests for 
outliers. We also show that assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 are sufficient 
conditions to use the regression "t-tests" and "F-tests" from the 
regression of the squares of the residuals on certain predicted values 
of the unobservable x^ . 's . 
In the remainder of this chapter we review errors-in-varlables 
regression models and review the subject of weak convergence of 
empirical processes based on residuals. 
B. Review of Errors-ln-Variables Regression Models 
The errors In-variables regression model described in (1.1) is 
quite general. The model states that, 
for t " 1, ..., n , which can also be written, 
5 
Tj. - Xj.j3 + Vj. for t - 1, n , (1.7) 
where 
 ^" ®t - "tê • 
The vector (Y^ , X^ .) for t»l, ...,n is observable, where Is 
1 X r , and Xj. Is 1 x k . The matrix 0 , k x r , contains the 
unknown regression coeffients. In addition we assume that 
(Cj., u^ )' are lid N^ CO, E) , (1.8) 
where p = k + r , and are jointly independent of the sequence of random 
1 X k-vectors (z^ , x^ ) . We allow the covariance matrix E to be 
singular, but require = V{v^ } to be positive definite, where 
 ^- dr' -a')2(Ir' -a')' • (1.9) 
We also assume that the sequence of random I x k-vectors 
(*j, ..., Xjj) has the property that, 
n n 
n~ Z x'x * L- a.s. , n~ E x + L, a.s. , (1.10) 
t-i =  ^ t-1  ^ '• 
where Lg is a finite k x k matrix, and is a finite 1 x k 
vector. This Implies that m + m a.s. where m is a finite 
XX XX XX 
matrix and is defined in (1.5). The explanation from (1.6) to 
(1.10) completely specifies the model. 
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For notatlonal convenience we write £ In partitioned form as 
/ \ 
V{(e^ , Uj.)'} - Î » ( 1 . 1 1 )  
Z I Mie 
where Z Is r x r , Z -E' Is r x k , and E Is k x k . 
~ee Mie miu 
We next review some special cases of the model. 
1. General linear model 
In this case r - 1 , E^  ^" 0 , E^  ^" 0 , 0^  ^> 0 and 
are the first n elements of an Infinite sequence of fixed 
1 X k-dlmenslonal vectors which satisfy (1.10). This model has a long 
history, and Is widely used, particularly In experimental designs. A 
good reference Is Searle (1971). 
2. Linear regression model 
In this case r = 1 , E "0, E = 0 , a >0 and Miu «eu ee 
Xj, ..., x^  are 1 x k-vectors of the form x^  - (1, x^ )^ where x^  ^
k-1 for t - 1, n Is a sample from a distribution on R with 
finite second moments. A good reference Is Grayblll (1976). 
3. Multivariate general linear model 
In this case r>l,E •0,E •0,E is positive Miu f^ eu • '«ee 
definite, and the x^ 's satisfy the same conditions as in the general 
linear model. This model is widely used in MANOVA as well as in 
econometrics for systems of linear equations. Good references are 
Mardla, Kent and Blbby (1979), and Johnson and Wichern (1982). 
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4. Multivariate linear regression model 
In this case r > 1 , Z • 0 , E • 0 , E is positive 
€^6 
definite, and the x^ 's satisfy the same conditions as In the linear 
regression model. In addition to the references given for the 
multivariate general linear model, also see Anderson (1984a). 
5. Univariate structural model 
We first examine the simple univariate model. In this case 
r • 1 , k " 2 , with the x^ 's of the form x^  • (1, where 
for t " 1, ..., n is a sample a distribution on R with finite second 
moment. In addition a >0 and, 
ee 
/ ^ 
0 0 
E -
\ } 
where a >0 and < a o . Notice that if cr =» 0 this 
uu eu uu ee uu 
reduces to the simple linear regression model described above. 
This model has a long history, and has received an extensive amount 
of research. We briefly review the subject next and refer the reader to 
other sources for more details. 
Primary Interest has centered on estimating the slope parameter 
, where we write _g' • (0Q, 3J) and 0^  is the intercept. Relersol 
(1950) proved that if no other information Is available about the model, 
then a necessary and sufficient condition for 3^  to be identified is 
that the distribution of the x^ g's not be normal. Under the 
E 
~€U (0. . 
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assumption of nonnormallty, consistent estimators have been proposed 
based on higher order cumulants, see Geary (1942, 1943), and higher 
order moments, see DrIon (1951) and Scott (1950). These methods have 
not been popular since they are messy to compute and can have large 
variability due to the use of higher order moments. Blckel and Rltov 
(1986) take a semlparametrlc approach by treating the nonnormal 
distribution of the x^ g's as an unknown parameter. They describe how 
to obtain efficient estimates of In the sense of Koshenlk and 
Levitt (1976). This semlparametrlc approach of treating the 
distribution of the as an unknown parameter was first 
Investigated by Wolfowltz (1952, 1953, 1954, 1957) and Klefer and 
Wolfowltz (1956). 
The assumption of nonnormallty described above is just one of many 
ways to Impose additional information into the model, and each way has 
its own particular advantages and disadvantages. A possible drawback of 
the estimators based on nonnormallty described above is that it is 
unclear how effective they are when the distribution of the x^ g's is 
close to normal, since by Reiersol's result the situation is close to 
being nonldentlfled. 
Another way to Introduce additional Information is to assume 
another vector for t • 1, ..., n , correlated with x^  ^, is 
observed which can be used as an Instrument to estimate . For more 
information on Instrumental variable estimators see Carter (1976), 
Carter and Fuller (1980), and Fuller (1986). It is Interesting to note 
that the "gouping method" of estimation proposed by Wald (1940) is 
9 
actually an Instrumental variable estimator with the ability to form 
groups acting as the Instrument. Unfortunately this method Is not very 
practical since, as pointed out by Fuller (1986) and Bekker (1986), the 
conditions needed to ensure the consistency of the estimator are usually 
not met In practice. 
In some situations it is possible to observe repeated replications, 
and this Information can be used to construct consistent estimators. 
For more information see Tukey (1951). 
By far the most common way of Imposing additional information has 
been to make assumptions about the variances and covariances , 
a , ff and where o: » V{x-. } . Some of these include, 
eu uu XX XX 2t 
a) 0^  ^ known, - 0 , 0^ * > 0 , and > 0 . 
b) 6 • a known, with a •* 0 , 
uu ee eu 
known. 
d) «'ee ' 'eu ' 'uu n^own. 
e) cr , a , o all known up to a common multiple. 
ee eu uu 
Consistent estimators for these cases, and others, exist and more 
Information can be found in Fuller (1986) and Moran (1971) and the 
references contained in them. The method of maximum likelihood is 
commonly used to construct estimators, by assuming that (x^ g, u^ ) 
are jointly normally distributed for t • 1, ..., n . 
10 
The exact distributions of the estimators we have discussed are 
usually not known in finite samples, so it is common to rely on large 
sample theory to approximate the distributions. The distributional 
assumption of normality for (e^ , u^ ) often yields convenient 
expressions for the covariance matrix of the limiting distributions of 
the estimates. 
We have confined out discussion to the simple univariate structural 
model with scalar x^  ^> but similar comments hold for the general 
univariate structural model with vector from a distribution on 
R™ where m > 1 . See Fuller (1986). 
6. Univariate functional model 
We first examine the simple univariate functional model. In this 
case r » 1 , k • 2 , and the x^ 's are of the form x^  = (1, x^ g) 
where x^ g, •••» the first n elements of an infinite sequence 
of real numbers which satisfy (1.10). As in the structural model we 
assume a >0 and, 
ee 
/ \ 
0 0 
z MIU 
0 V 
/ 
u^ " ''eu) ' 
where a >0 and < a a . Note that if a = 0 this reduces 
uu eu uu ee uu 
to the simple linear model. 
The functional model is similar to the structural model described 
before, except that now the x^ g's are unknown parameters. Imagine an 
infinte sequence of observations for our model (Y^ , X^ ) for 
11 
t - 1, n , Neyman and Scott (1948) referred to parameters entering 
the distribution of the observations for finitely many t as Incidental 
parameters and those entering for Infinitely many t as structural 
parameters. Generally, we can only hope to estimate the structural 
parameters consistently. In our model the are Incidental 
parameters and 8 , o , a , and a are structural parameters. 
~ uu eu ee 
As In the structural model, additional Information Is needed In 
order to estimate the parameters of the model. As before, the methods 
of Instrumental variables and of repeated observations can be applied. 
It Is most common to make assumptions about a , a and a . We 60 6U UU 
will not pursue the matter any further except to say that consistent 
estimators of g can be constructed. For more on the subject see 
Fuller (1986). For a Bayeslan approach see Llndley and El-Sayyad 
(1968). We have confined our discussion to the simple univariate 
functional model with scalar x^ g but similar comments hold for the 
general univariate functional model with vector • 
7. Univariate ultrastructural model 
We first examine the simple univariate unrepllcated ultrastructural 
model of Dolby (1976). In this case r • 1 , k » 2 , and the x^ 's 
are of the form » (1, x^ g) where 
/ \ 
*2t 
/ 
~ NI 
// \ 
0 
0 
W / 
\ 
x^x 
0 0 
0 
"^ ee 
0 
0 0 
"^ uu 
\ 
(1 .12)  
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for t " 1, n . Dolby (1976) called the model generated by (1.12) 
ultrastructural because it generalizes the usual structural model by 
allowing the 's to have different means Uj. . If " ... -
then (1.12) reduces to a structural model, while If - 0 It reduces 
to the usual functional model. Gleser (1985) has derived the maximum 
likelihood estimators for the model under the assumption that the ratio 
5 a o a ^  Is known, and derived the form of the limiting distribution 
ee uu ' 
of the estimators under the assumption that, 
u + u < " , m + m <» 
UW WU 
as n + =» . 
The assumption of trlvarlate normality In (1.12) Is not a necessary 
condition In order to obtain a limiting distribution for the estimators 
above. In general all we need Is (x^ g - W^ ) for t • 1, ..., n to be 
a sample from a distribution with finite second moment. For more on 
this model as well as the case of vector see Fuller (1986). 
8. Multivariate structural model 
In this case r > 1 , k > 2 with the 's of the form 
Xj. » (1, x^ g) where x^  ^ for t - 1, ..., n Is a sample from a 
k-1 distribution on R with finite second moment. A special case Is the 
factor analysis model which assumes S  ^0 , with Z and Z both 
«eu ~ee «tiu 
diagonal matrices. See Anderson and Rubin (1956), and Lawley and 
Maxwell (1971) for more discussion of the factor analysis model. 
13 
A common method of estimation for the multivariate structural model 
Is to assume the 's are a sample from a normal distribution, and 
use the method of maximum likelihood. This is the approach taken by 
Joreskog (1970, 1973), and Implemented In the computer program LISREL VI 
by Joreskog and Sorbom. The limiting distribution of the estimators can 
be derived under the weaker condition that the 's are a sample from 
k-1 
a distribution on R with finite second moments. This is the 
approach of Fuller, Amemiya, and Fantula (1985), and Implemented in the 
program ISU FACTOR written by Sastry Fantula. 
Anderson (1973), Browne (1974) and others have applied the method 
of generalized least squares to multivariate structural models. In many 
cases the method of maximum likelihood and generalized least squares 
yield asymptotically equivalent estimators. For more on multivariate 
structural models see Amemiya (1982), Amemiya and Fuller (1984), 
Anderson (1984b), Amemiya (1986), Fuller (1986) and the references 
contained in them. 
9. Multivariate functional model 
In this case r > 1 , k > 2 with the x^ 's of the form 
Xj. - (1, x^ g) , where x^ ,^ ..., x^ g are the first n elements of an 
k—1 infinite sequence of real valued vectors in R which satisfy (1.10). 
Gleser and Watson (1973) considered maximum likelihood estimation 
for the multivariate functional model under the assumption that r - k , 
u^ " ® ' ^ e " * u^ " * is a known k x k matrix, 
and o2 is an unknown positive constant. Bhargava (1977, 1979) and 
Gleser (1981) generalized these results. Dahm and Fuller (1986) applied 
14 
the method of generalized least squares to the multivariate functional 
model and derived the limiting distribution of the estimators. For more 
on the functional model see Dahm (1979), Amemlya (1982), Fuller (1986) 
and the references contained in them. 
C. Review of Weak Convergence of Empirical Processes 
Based on Residuals 
Let X, X be a random sample from a continuous i n 
distribution F on the real line. It is well known that • F(X^ ) 
for 1 = 1, ..., n are lid uniform random variables on the unit 
interval. It is a classic result that the stochastic process 
{W^ (ûj): 01 e (0, 1]} defined by, 
1/ ® 
W (w) - n"" '2 E [1(U. < w) - w] , (1.13) 
" 1-1 
converges in law to the Brownlan bridge process on [0, 1] . The 
Brownlan bridge is a Gaussian process with mean and covariance function 
given by, 
E{W(aj)} " 0 for all w e [0, 1] , (1.14) 
E{W(uj)W(u)2)} " min(a)j, Wg) - for w^ , Wg E [0, 1] , 
where W is a Brownlan bridge process. In general Is called an 
empirical process because it is of the form. 
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n ^ 2^ [G^ (x) - G(x)] for x in the support of G , (1.15) 
where G is a distribution function, and G^  is the empirical 
distribution function from a sample of size n . We also can define the 
process {W^ (x): x e R} by, 
1/ ° 
W'(x) - n" '2 z [1(X_ < x) - F(x)] , (1.16) 
" t-1  ^
which converges to a limiting gaussian process {W'(x): x s R} with 
mean and covarlance function given by, 
E{W'(x)} - 0 for all X E R , (1.17) 
E{W*(Xj)W'(x2)} - mln[F(Xj), F^ Xg)] - F(Xj)F(x2) for x^ , x^  e R . 
For more on these results see Billingsley (1968), Doob (1949), Donsker 
(1951), and Shorack and Wellner (1986). 
In general, the distribution function F may be a function of a 
vector of parameters 9 in some space 0 . Durbin (1973a) proved the 
weak convergence of the empirical process based on " F(X^ ; 9) for 
i " 1 n where 9 is an estimator of 9 . Kac, Kiefer and 
Wolfowltz (1955) had earlier shown that all finite dimensional 
distributions converged to a multivariate normal distribution. Neuhaus 
(1976) extended Durbin's results to a wider class of models. Both 
Durbin and Neuhaus require 9 to be of the form. 
( 1 . 1 8 )  
where the random vector 2(X^ ;^ 9) has a finite covarlance matrix. Wood 
(1978) looked at the special case of location-scale families of 
distributions, and obtained the results of Durbin and Neuhaus under more 
easily verified conditions. Rao and Sethuraman (1975) had earlier 
looked at the case of scale families, and random estimates of scale 
(which they also call perturbations). 
Loynes (1980) looked at the weak convergence of empirical processes 
based on generalized residuals defined in Cox and Snell (1968). Under 
that model, data Xj, ..., X^ are generated by X^ " S) 
1 = 1  ,  w h e r e  0  i s  a n  u n k n o w n  p a r a m e t e r ;  g ^ ,  . . . ,  g ^  a r e  a  
sequence of known functions; and are lid random 
variables. Given an estimate 0 the generalized residuals are defined 
where hj^  is uniquely defined (by hypothesis) by the requirement that 
Xj^  -  ^ and only if • h^ (Xj^ , 0) . Loynes' results are 
quite general, but the sufficient conditions are difficult to verify. 
As an application Loynes gives the model. 
by 
- hj^ (X^ , 0) for 1 • 1, ..., n (1.19) 
Xj^  - a + Uj^ g + for 1 • 1, ..., n (1.20) 
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where are lid N(0, a^ ) and {u^ } Is a sequence of 
fixed numbers such that n Z u. +0 , and n E. , u? b < » as 
. 1-1 
n + 0» . Letting a and 3 denote the least squares estimators of a 
and 3 , and defining 
- a - u^ 0 for 1 • 1, n , (1.21) 
and 
N-1 " " 
»2 • (n - 2) Z e? , 
1-1 
Loynes showed that the empirical process defined by, 
W (to) - n  ^E {l[$(s ^ e.) < w] - w} for to e [0, 1] , (1.22) 
" 1-1 1 
converges In law to the Gaussian process W with mean and covarlance 
function given by 
E{W(w)} - 0 for (0 e [0, 1] , (1.23) 
E{W(w^ )W(w2)} - mln(ti)j, Wg) -
- [1 + V2 ® (^uj)* (^w^ )] for u!^  e [0, 1] 
18 
We have used the notation that $ Is the standard normal distribution 
function and * is its density. Result (1.23) had earlier been 
obtained by Pierce and Kopecky (1979). In both of these cases the 
authors needed a and 3 to be asymptotically normal, while Pierce and 
Kopecky also needed the fact that a and 3 are efficient. Mukantseva 
(1977) earlier obtained the same results as Loynes, and Pierce and 
Kopecky, but under weaker conditions on the u^ 's . In particular, he 
did not use the limiting normality and efficiency of (a, g) in his 
proof. Wood (1981b) extended Mukantseva's method to the case of 
ordinary least squares with vector valued . 
Wood (1984) considered the following model. Let T be an n x 1 
vector of observations from the multiple regression model Y = + s 
where X = (Z^ : ^ : ... : X^ ) is an n x k non-stochastic matrix of 
constants; is a column of ones; g is a k x 1 vector of unknown 
regression coefficients; and e is an n x 1 vector of lid N(0, o^ ) 
random variables with > 0 . She considered the ridge regression 
estimator, 
b - (X'X + e^ D)~^ X'T , (1.24) 
w h e r e  { 8 ^ ^ i s  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t s  c o n v e r g i n g  t o  z e r o ;  
n 
Dg - dlag (ll%^ l|2, ..., IIX^ I|2) ; D- diag(0, Dg) ; nx^ l|2 - E x|^  and 
X^  is centered about zero. She showed that the empirical process based 
on the transformed variables $(8 ^ e^ ) for 1 • 1, ..., n where. 
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e = Y - Xb , 3% = (n - k) ^ e'e , (1.25) 
converges to the limiting Gaussian process given In (1.23), She 
required that, 
0 max HX. II+O, (X'X,)D"^  ^+C (1.26) 
" 2<l<k  ^ I t L L 
as n + » , where C is a positive definite matrix and 
X " (Xj^ : 2^ ) . Under the same model set up, Shorack (1985) proved that 
if b is any estimator such that b • S + Op(n  ^) and if 
n'^ X'X + C a positive definite matrix, then the Wood's result still 
holds. 
These results are Important for the following reason. Let 
Zj^ , ..., Z^  be lid from N(u, a^ ) where 0% > 0 . Then the empirical 
process based on the transformed data $[s (^Z^  - Z)] for 
1 " 1, ..., n , where Z and s^  are the sample mean and variance, 
converges weakly to the limiting Gaussian process In (1.23). Thus In 
terms of weak convergence of the associated empirical processes, 
standardized regression residuals behave In large samples like a set of 
standardized lid observations. It has been pointed out that this has 
Important applications to goodness-of-flt statistics since a large class 
of tests known as EDF statistics are functions of the empirical process, 
and the limiting distributions of these statistics are determined by the 
weak convergence of the empirical process. Thus in large samples, 
composite tests of normality (with estimated mean and variance) such as 
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Kolmogorov-Smlrnov and Cramer-von Mises when based on regression 
residuals have the same limiting distribution as In the usual one sample 
tests of composite normality based on lid observations. For more on 
limiting distributions for functions of empirical processes see Durbin 
(1973b). See Stephens (1974) for tables of percentage points of the 
limiting distributions of many EOF statistics. 
Wood (1981a) considered empirical processes based on random 
vectors. Let the p x 1 vectors Y,, ..., Y be lid from N (u, Z) r I' n 
where Z Is positive definite. Let Y and S be the sample mean 
vector and covariance matrix, and define, 
- S" (Yj^  - Y) for 1 - 1, ..., n , (1.27) 
where S  ^Is the symmetric square root of S ^  , and 
- (Zj^ , ..., Z^ p) . Wood showed that the process W^  defined by, 
1/ 1 P 
Via) - (pn)~ '2 z S {1[$(Z,,) < w] - w} , (1.28) 
" 1-1 j-1 
for u e [0, 1] , converges for fixed p and n -»• » to the limiting 
Gaussian process defined In (1.23). Thus tests of multivariate 
normality can be constructed by applying the composite EOF tests of 
univariate normality to the collection of np variables (Z^ }^ . For 
more see Wood (1981a). 
We have concentrated on empirical processes based on residuals from 
regression models. Recently work has also been done on the weak 
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convergence of empirical processes based on residuals from p-th order 
autoregresslve time series. See Pierce (1985) and Wood (1985). 
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II. REPRESENTATIONS FOR RESIDUALS FROM REGRESSION MODELS 
The residuals from measurement error regression models are 
complicated functions of the data. In general, their exact behavior 
will depend on many factors, Including the behavior of the unobservable 
Z|.'s and the method of estimation of the parameters of the model. 
Nevertheless, we show below that under our model assumptions given In 
Chapter One we can represent the residuals In relatively simple 
theoretical forms. While not useful In practice, these theoretical 
representations sufficiently characterize their behavior to allow us to 
prove general theorems In later chapters. We begin by considering the 
univariate model, and then generalize the results to multivariate 
models. 
for t-1, ..., n , where v^  - e^  - u^ g . By Introducing the random 
variable , we can also write the model as, 
A. Univariate Regression Models 
Recall that the model can be written. 
( 2 . 1 )  
£ oir t " 1 ) # # # g ; (2 .2 )  
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where Is defined by the relation, 
*t " *t " 4u t  ^ ' (2-3) 
and S « C{v^ , u^ } • E - g*E « The random variable is a 
~vu t t "«U ~ ~uu t 
predictor of . It is constructed by subtracting from the best 
predictor of given v^  under the normal model. Note that we can 
write. 
+ "c - 'tC hni ' 
SO under our model x^  and v^  are independent since x^  and v^  are 
independent by assunçtlon while, 
\ and - V;Or^  , 
are Independent by the assumption of normality. It is also true that 
Vj, ..., v^  are lid N(0, q^ ) and jointly Independent of the sequence 
of 1 X k vectors (x^ , ..., x^ ) . In addition we also have the 
following result. 
Theorem 2.1. Under the assumptions of our model. 
-1 H 
n E X + L, a.s., 
t-1  ^  ^
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-xx^»xx 
where a"" Is a finite matrix and, 
XX 
- (n - 1)"^  Z <x - x)'(x - x) , X - n""^  E x . (2.4) 
** t-l c c t-1 
Proof. We can write, 
Xj. = Xj. + Tjj. for t-1 n , (2.5) 
where n^ , •••» T|^  are lid N^ (0, Z^ )^ and Independent of 
(Xj, ..., x^ ) with. 
E - E - E E . (2.6) 
~T|T1 ~UU W 
It follows Immediately that x +L^ . We next show that 
a.s. The other convergence result follows by an analogous proof. Note 
that. 
•ix " -xx "xn + "nx + -nn ' 
with notation analogous to (2.4). Since a.s. by assumption, 
and + E^  ^ a.s. by the strong law of large numbers It Is enough to 
show that + 0 a.s. We prove this In the scalar case only. The 
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matrix result follows by applying the argument below to each element of 
the matrix. In terms of scalars we can write, 
_1 n 
m - (n - 1)~ E (x - x)n . 
xn t-1 
Define • (x^  - x)n^  for t • 1 n . Then conditional on 
(Xj, x^ ) the z^ 's are Independent with conditional mean and 
variance. 
E{Zj.|xj, - 0 , V{Zj.|xj, ..., x^ } - (Xj. - x)2a^  ^. 
Let {x.}. be a sequence such that m + m . By assumption we can 
X 1*X XX XX 
find such a sequence with probability one. By the Lemma 2.1 which 
follows this proof, we know that m^  ^+ m^  implies that. 
Z t"^  (x - x)2 < <» , 
t-1 
Thus by Kolmogorov's criterion for the strong law of large numbers 
m^  ^+ 0 a.s. conditional on the sequence . But since such a 
sequence occurs with probability one, it follows that m^  ^+ 0 a.s. 
unconditionally as well. • 
Lemma 2.1. Let (w^ be a sequence of real numbers such that 
n~l ^  „2 ^  T 1.-2. 
-^1 *k * L n>». Then k" w^  < « 
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Proof. Let two sequences of real numbers, 
n 
and define s " Z b, for n > 1 . Abel's partial summation formula 
" 1-1 
says that, 
/, • \*i\ * '*1 - ^ +i'n 1=1 1"1 
Now let a^  * k ^  and b^  - w^  . Then, 
E k'^ w? - (n + 1) ^ 
k-1 
n 
Z wj 
-1 J j-1 
n 
+ E 
j-1 
21+1 
j2(l + j)2 .1-1 / 
By assumption there exists a K < » such that n ^  Z < K for 
k"l 
all n . Thus, 
E k~^ w2 < n"^ K + 2K E (j(l + j)j"^  , 
k-1  ^ j-1 
< K(n~^  + *2/3) . 
Thus, E k < » . 
k-1 
- V9 Let j| be an estimator of  ^such that  ^- 6 - O^ Cn 2 ) , The 
residual for t - 1, n Is given by. 
't - ?t - ' (2.8) 
Vt - \^ë, - J3) . 
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' • 
In the notation of Fuller (1986) we define, 
_i ^ ~ ~ —1 ^ * 
s • (n - k) S (v - v)2 , V - n E v . (2.9) 
 ^ t-1  ^ t-1 
By using (2.4) we can write s^  ^ as, 
- 2)|: - 211 - »;%.(& - - «) 
+ (g - - B)Kn - k)"'(n - 1) . 
Under our assumptions, nf"^  + 0 a.s. which follows by the same proof 
used to show m^  ^ 0 a.s. In Theorem 2.1 above. Thus we can write, 
'w " - C 4/6 - 8)1' + • (2-10) 
Now returning to expression (2.8) we can write for t • 1, ..., n , 
- V) - (v^  - v)[l - <rjE^ u(i - &)] - (x^ - x)(j8 - S) 
- (VJ. - v)(l + A^) + (XJ. - x)B^  , (2.11) 
where, 
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'a ' " " °vi.Sra'i • ê" ~ 
"n • - <i - l> 
We write It this way in terms of a^  and for convenience later 
on. Notice that = Op(n  ^) , from the fact that 
 ^ — Vo 8 - g = Op(n 2) by assumption. Also note that, 
•w'- - A)'I"' * 
SO 
a^  - sgn[l - - 8)1 - 1 + Op(n~ ^ 2 ) 
where the sgn(•) function is defined by 
sgn(x} • +1 if X > 0 , 
" 0 if X • 0 , 
• -1 if X < 0 < 
Now let be a sequence of positive real numbers decreasing to 
zero, and let e > 0 be given. Then 
p(c;'|8gnti - - B)j -1| > e) < - s) > D . 
A _ 1# 
The right hand side converges to zero since 8 - jg =» O^ Cn 2 ) , Thus, 
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8gn[l - - Jg)] - 1 + Op(c^ ) . 
If we let c • n 
n 
^^ 2 then we get • o^ Cn  ^) . The expression on 
the left hand side of (2.11) Is called the standardized residual 
associated with . We state our result as a theorem so we can refer 
to It later. 
Theorem 2.2. Let the model assumptions hold, then the standardized 
residuals can be represented as, 
We have concentrated on representations for the standardized 
residuals. In practice, we are also interested in predicting the true 
Xj. values. Following Fuller (1986) we form the predictor by 
replacing the population values in the definition of x^  by sample 
values. In particular, we define x^  by. 
n , where a • o (n 2 ) and B is a random k x 1 
vector such that B. 
P 
v^ ff Z t w~vu (2.14) 
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* *-1 
for t " 1, n , where 6 • ®vv^ vu call (2.14) the estimated 
true values. We assume that, 
6 - 6 - Op(n"^ ''2 ) , (2.15) 
where 6 » ®vv~vu * is generally equivalent to the assumption that 
* « 1/ •• 
g - g = Op(n 2) . From the definition of and expression (2.4) we 
can write. 
*t " *t ~ - =t(& - 2)15 ' (2.16) 
- + (6 - &)&] - Vj.6 , 
" (*t + (Ê - - M ' 
" + (& - &)&] + • 
We state this as a theorem for later reference. 
Theorem 2.3. Let the model assumptions hold, then we can write. 
(«t - X) - (x^  - X)(I^  + C^ ) + (Vj. - v)d^  , 
where Is a random k x k matrix such that - o (n~ ) , and 
d Is a random 1 x k vector such that d • 0 (n )^ . 
n n p 
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B. Multivariate Regression Models 
Recall that the model can be written, 
"t • - :t + 'c ' 
for t • 1, .... n , where • e. - u. 6 . As was done in the » » » t t 
univariate case we can write the model as. 
*t " *tê + + $v W) C - 1 " ' (2.18) 
:t - =t + *t &v Sm ' 
where Is defined by the relation. 
" *t " ''t si ^ u t-1, ...,n. (2.19) 
By analogy with the univariate model, it follows that , ..., 
are lid N^ (0, Z^ ) and jointly independent of the sequence of 1 x k 
vectors (x^ , ..., z^ ) . Theorem 2.1 still holds. 
A  ^ « 1/ 
Let g be an estimator of 0 such that jS - 6 • O^ Cn 2 ) , The 
residual vector for t - 1, ..., n is given by. 
\ , (2.20) 
- - JS> . 
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•  -  Cv & m ( ê  -  S "  -  -  S) • 
We also define. 
..1  ^ * *Â A ~ *X  ^ A 
S » (n - k) E (• - v)'(v - v) , V - n E v . (2,21) 
 ^ t-1 c t-1 
And write. 
n _ n 
• = (n - 1)~ E (v - v) '(v^  - v) , V " n E v , (2.22) 
t-1 t-1 
and define (S^ )^^ j " ®wlj ' ^ "vv^ lj " "wlj ' define for 
1= 1, ...,r to be the 1-th column of £ , and write 
Vj. - (Vj.j^ , .Vj.^ ) and similarly for . 
By analogy with the univariate case we seek a representation for 
the standardized residual vector. 
~ _ 1/ 
(•^  - •)Sy^  2 for t-1, ...» n . (2.23) 
First notice that, 
V - ([I, - Civ® - «.24) 
- <ê - - C&,A -
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+  ( g  -  6 ) -  6 ) } ( n  -  k ) " l ( n  -  1 )  .  
As In the univariate case 0 a.s., so we can write 
«v» • ("r - CWê- - Sil,„<ê- S"> + • 
(2.25) 
Now returning to expression (2.20) we can write for t = 1 
(•t - v)sjj^  = (\ - v)[l^  - - (*t - =)(& -
- (^ r + V + ('t " *^ ®n • (2-2*) 
where 
«h • I'r - 4 . «.27) 
- (ê - • 
We write It In the form In terms of A and B for convenience later 
n n 
on. Notice that «• Op(n  ^) , from the fact that 
" "" Vo 8 - 3 • Op(n 2) by assumption. To determine the behavior of we 
need the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let be a random r x r matrix such that 
O " I + 0 (a ) , and QlQ_ = I + o (a ) for a sequence of positive 
m r p n TiTi r p n 
numbers decreasing to zero. Then dlag(Q^  - 1^ ) • o^ Ca^ ) . 
Proof. Let QL • + A where A - 0„(a ) . Then, 
——— ^ r ~n '>11 p n 
%  - +  A .  +  A A  +  '  
which Implies that. 
ân + ^  + âAAn - °p(*n) ' 
which Implies that. 
ân + ^  " °p(*n) *1*=* AAAa " °p^ ®n^  ' 
Thus we get. 
2 dlag(y - dlagCA^  + A^ ) - Op(a^ ) , 
so. 
diag(l^  - Ip) - diag(j^ ) - o^ Ca^ ) . 
Returning to , we can write - I. where. 
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% • "r - • (2-2») 
From expression (2.25) we know that, 
^v--vv + • 
This implies that. 
-  v'2 + o,(.- % ). 
which Implies that, 
Q. - I, + Op(=" ''2 ) 
If we premultiply and postmultlply expression (2.25) by we get, 
- Vo 
(&Qn " Ir + V' • P 
Thus applying Lemma 2.2 gives, 
dlag((^  - I,) » Op(n~ ^ 2 ) , 
We now state our results as a theorem for later reference. 
Theorem 2.4. Let the model assumptions hold, then the standardized 
residual vectors can be represented as, 
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(\ - + ('c - ')»n 
for t • 1, ..., n , where Is a random k x r matrix such that 
B °* 0 (n  ^) , and A Is a random r x r matrix such that 
n p n 
dlag(A^ ) » Op(n" ^  ) with off-diagonal elements which are O^ Cn  ^) 
Notice that Theorem 2.4 reduces to Theorem 2.2 In the univariate 
case when r « 1 . While the representation In Theorem 2.4 will be 
useful later, It will also be useful to have representations for 
and 1 e {l,...,r} . These are called the standardized components of 
the residual vector, to contrast them with the components of the 
standardized residual vector In (2.23). For an 1 e {l,...,r} we can 
write. 
®vvlV^ tl "^ 1^  for t - 1, .... n vvll tl (2.29) 
(2.30) 
" ^ 1 -
" Vcitl ~ ®vvll'Sv(l)u^ êl " " *t(l)^ il " 
where - C{v^ ,^ u^ } and, 
*t(l) " *t t^l°vvll^ (l)u (2.31) 
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if 
The random variable *{.(1) ® predictor of and is formed by 
subtracting from X^ . the best predictor of given v^  ^ under 
t(i) 
* 
normality. We can write x ,.. as 
+ 11^ /4 N for t - 1, ..., n , (2,32) 
't(i) - 't + 3t(l) 
where 
St(i) " "t t^i'^ vvll~v(l)u 
Thus aid). 3a(i) n^n(i)) 
~ n T i(l) " '\rvll^ (l)u^ (l)u 
By construction v^  ^ and 1^ (1) Independent which implies that 
* * 
v^  ^ and are Independent. In the univariate case and 
x^  , defined in (2.19), reduce to x^  , defined in (2.3). In the 
* 
multivariate case x^ ^^  ^ and x^  are different. Under the normal 
** 
model is the best predictor of x^  given v^  ^, whereas x^  is 
the best predictor of x^  given the entire vector . 
By using (2.30) we can write s as, 
®wli " ~ %vli'5v(i)u(&i " &)^ %vll (2.33) 
- 211 - <Vvii^(l)u^^l " &^^%x(i)(&i " &l) 
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+ <êi - - «!»<" - ">•'<" - » . 
where. 
•»î(i) " <" - Jj ('ti - - '(i)' ' 
•^ îci) • <" - l'td) - - *(!)' • 
Under our assumptions + 0 a.s. which follows by the same proof 
used to show m^  ^+ 0 a.s. in Theorem 2.1. Thus we can write, 
*vvii " %vii[^  - Cii^ (l)u(ii - ) • (2.35) 
We have used the fact that + "xx(i) *here ®xx(i) * 
finite matrix, which follows by the same proof used in Theorem 2.1. Now 
returning to (2.30) we can write for t - 1 n 
- 'V • '"tl - - Cllîv(l)«'êl - êl"Vll 
- '»t(i) - ""(«"Si - ' 
- 'l'" + Si' + î't(l) - • 
where, 
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®ni "  ^ » (2.37) 
®ni " - =^ ($1 - &) ' 
By analogy with the univariate result, we state this as a theorem for 
later reference* 
Theorem 2.5» Let the model assumption hold, then we can write. 
VlV'tl - 'l' " - 'l'" * V' * ' 
for t - 1, ..., n , where a^  ^• o^ Cn 2^) and Is a random 
k X 1 vector such that . - 0 (n  ^) . 
ni p 
The order In probability result for follows because 
~ ë± " Op(°  ^) by assumption, and a^  ^• o^ Cn 2^ ) follows by the 
same proof used to show a • o (n 2^) is Theorem 2.2. 
n p 
We have concentrated on representations for the standardized 
residual vectors. In practice we are also Interested In predicting the 
true Z|. values. As was done In the univariate case, we define the 
predictor by. 
A A A_ 1 A 
*t " *t t^^ V^ U ' (2.38) 
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where 6 = Z Z .We assume that, 
_ 1/ 
6 — 6 = 0 (n 2) 
 ^ p ' 
where 6 • . This is generally equivalent to the assumption that 
" _ 1/ " jg - jg = Op(n 2 ) . Btom the definition of Xj. and expression (2.20) 
we can write, 
*t - *t " [^ t " *t(& " ' 
.Xt[I,^+(6-â)6] - , 
- (*t * ^ t ~ ) -  Ê ) * ]  -  »  
" + (& - 8)6] + Vj.((6 - 6) + g(jg - 8)6] . 
We state this as a theorem for later reference. 
Theorem 2.6. Let the model assumptions hold, then we can write. 
('t - " ('t - - ^ >®n ' 
where is a random k x k matrix such that • O^ Cn  ^) , and 
D is a random r x k matrix such that D • 0 (n~ ) . 
" tl p 
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III. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF SOME MODIFIED EMPIRICAL PROCESSES 
In the previous chapter we derived representations for standardized 
residuals from regression models. In this chapter we prove the weak 
convergence of empirical processes based on a class of random variables 
which Include the representations given above as a special case. The 
results we give are presented In a very general framework, so the 
notation used In this chapter differs from the notation used elsewhere 
In this thesis. One thing that remains the same Is that Z and 
will always denote the sample mean vector and covarlance matrix from the 
sample of random vectors , ..., . 
A. Univariate Results 
The results of this section generalize the following classic result 
from the theory of weak convergence of empirical processes. 
Theorem 3.1. Let Y^ , Yg»* '» \ be lid NCy^ i 0^ ) with 
> 0 . Define for u e [0, 1] , 
If ° 
V C m )  - n" '2 z  {1[$(Z.) < u] -  to} ,  
" t-1 
and, 
Z^  - nÇ^ 2^(Y^  - Y) for t - 1, ..., n . 
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Then —^ > W as a stochastic process on [0, 1] , where W Is a 
Gaussian process with mean and covarlance function given by, 
E{W(w)} " 0 for u) e [0, 1] 
and 
E{W(ti)^ )W(u)2)} • mln((j)^ , Wg) -
- [1 + V2 * (^Wg)] 
for (1)^  and c [0, 1] . 
Proof. See Kac, Kelfer and Wolfowitz (1955). • 
Theorem 3.1 is useful if the random variables are 
directly observable. In the case of regression residuals the theorem 
does not apply since the v^ 's are not directly observable. Further­
more, the observable v^ 's are not lid normal random variables. We 
next present our main theorem which generalizes Theorem 3.1 to Include 
empirical processes based on certain non-ild sequences of random 
variables. The class of non-lid sequences for which the theorem holds 
contains the class of standardized regression residuals presented in 
Chapter Two by virtue of the representation theorems given there. 
Following Theorem 3.2 we present a series of lemmas used in its proof. 
Our method of proof is closely related to the techniques of Rao and 
Sethuraman (1975), and Loynes (1980). 
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Theorem 3.2. Let Y^ , Yg,..., be lid N(yy, 0^ )^ with 
Oyy > 0 , and Independent of the random k-vectors (X^ , Xg»"'* 
where a.s. Let be a random 1 x k vector such that 
• Op(n" ^  ) , and let a^  be a random variable such that 
a » o (n~ ^  ) . Define 
n p 
Zt - (1 + «t - !) + B„<*t - * -
and. 
Z* - (Y^  - Y) for t - 1, 2,..., n. 
_ 1/ n 
W (co) " n 2 j; {1[#(Z ) < w] - w} , 
" t-1  ^
-1/ ° 
W*(uj) • n 2 J {1[$(Z*) < to] - u} for w e [0, 1] 
" t-1  ^
Then sup |w*(w) - Vf (lu) I - oi (1) . 
(ue[0,l]' " nip 
Proof. First note that we can write for w s [0, 1] . 
W^ (w) - n"^  ^ Z {l[m^  ^(Yj. - Y) < (1 + c^ )r^ (w) + - X)] 
t"l 
- (I)} + Op(l) , (3. 
where c - - (1 + a_) ^a • oi (n  ^) and, 
n n n p 
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D - - (1 + a )"^ B - ) . 
n n n p 
The remainder la 0^ (1) uniformly over w e [0, 1] , because 
P{(1 + a^ ) < 0} + 0 as n+". After some manipulations we can write, 
W (u) » W*(u)) + W, (w) + W, (w) - W_ (w) + o (1) , (3.2) 
n n i * 1% 6 ) n p 
where, again, the remainder Is 0^ (1) uniformly over u e [0, 1] , and 
the other terms are given by 
- 1 /  °  
W, (to) - n 2 j; {$[z (u) + y (to)] - «[y (to)]} , (3.3) 1,n tn n n 
1/ " 
W- (to) - n" '2 E [i{u < $[z^ (^w)]} - 1{U. < to} 
z,n c un t 
- *[Ztn(w)] + to] , 
-1/ ° 
W_ (to) • n 2 j; [1{U < $[y (w)]} - 1{U < to} - $[y (to)] + to] , j,n un u n 
where, 
y^ (to) " (Y - Wy) + (Oy^  m^ y) ^2$ l(w) , (3.4) 
Z2^ (w) - yj^ (o)) + [® ^ (to)c^  + 1^ (1^  - X)](m^ y) » 
°t - - Y' • 
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By Lemma 3.3 we know that 
sup |w, (w)| - 0(1) 
By Lemma 3.4 we know that 
sup jw„ (u))| - o (1) , 
(OGtO,!]' ' P 
and also 
sup |w. (w)| - 0(1) 
ioefO.lj' ' P 
by taking - 0 in the notation of Lemma 3.4. Thus, 
sup Iw^ (w) - W*(w) I - o„(l) . 
a » e [ 0 , l ] '  "  n i p  
Lemma 3.1. Let a, b e R with b * 0 , and let p be nonnegatlve 
integer. Then, 
sup I[# ^ (w)]P*[a + b$ ^ (u)]| < Ibj Pflal + 4p]P , 
a)e[0,l] 
where the right hand side is defined to be one when p » 0 
Proof. By definition we know. 
icP(J(a + bx) - (2ïï) 2^ x^ expf-V2 (a + bx)2] . 
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Therefore, 
^^ x^ (|)(a + bx)] - px^  ^ *(a + bx) + baf^ 'Ca + bx) . 
But *'(x) • - x<|)(x) . Thus the derivative above is equal to, 
[^p - bx(a + bx)] <p(a + bx) * 
Thus the critical points are derived from solving the equation, 
x^  ^ [p - bx(a + bx)] - 0 . 
The nonzero solutions to this are given by, 
X • (2b2) ^ [- ab ± (a^ bZ + Apb^ ) ^2 ] , 
Thus we have, 
|x^ *(a + bx)| < (2rr)~^ 2^ |2b|"P[|a| + (a^  + 4p) ]^  , 
< |2b|~P[2(a2 + 4p) ^^ 2 ]P , 
< |b|"P[a2 + (4p)2]P/2 , 
< |b|"P[|a| + 4p]P , 
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where the last step follows from Minkowski's Inequality. 
Lemma 3.2. Let be a sequence of random k-vectors 
such that -2—> , and let be a random 1 x k vector such 
that B " 0 (n  ^) . Then, 
n p 
n"^  Z |B (X. - X)!^ "*""^  - 0 (n" ) for 6 e [0, I) 
t-l ' * t ' P 
• Op(n for 6 > 1 . 
Proof. For 6 e [0, 1) we can write. 
n"^  Ï |b (^XJ. - X)!^ "^  ^< [max |b (^XJ. - X)|]^ {n'^  E |b (^X^  - X) | }, 
t«l l<t<n t"l 
where we repeatedly used Holder's Inequality. For 5 > 1 we can write, 
n"^  E |b (^Xj. - X)|^ ^^  < [max |b (^X^  - X)|]^ ~^ {n"^  E |B (^X^  - X)|2} 
t"l l<t<n t=l 
Op(n-b • 
Lemma 3.3. Let (X^ , X^ ,..., X^ ) be a sequence of random k-
vectors such that -2—> . Let a^  , b^  , and c^  be random 
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variables such that a = 0 (1) , b^  = o (1) , and c = o (n ) , 
n p n p n p 
and let D be a random 1 x k vector such that D, • O C n  2)  .  
n n p 
Define for to c [0, 1] , 
» a^  + (1 + b^ )$ ^ (u) , 
Z^ (^(d) • $ w)c^  + - %) » 
and, 
W (w) • n" ^ 2 E {$[z (w) + y (w)] - $[y (w)]} . 
i i  * un ii  i i  C"1 
Then sup Iw (w)| " o (1) . 
oietO.l]' " P 
Proof. We can write by Taylor's theorem, 
_!/ n 
W^ (w) • n 2 z {<|)[y^(u))]zj.jj((i))  + i|i'(y*)z|JJ(w)} , (3.5) 
where y* Is on the line segment joining y^ (w) and y^ (w) + z^ C^w) . 
Thus we have, 
W (to) - n ^  c *[y (to)] # ^ (to) + n  ^Z *'(Y2)z2_(w) . (3.6) 
n i i  n . « u tn 
Now by expanding z^ (^to) and using Lemma 3.1 we can write. 
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sup |W,(.)| < 4. + 4) + »''24D„^ d; (3.7) 
WG[0,1] 
+ n~^ 2^c2 E sup U(yÎ)[* ^ (u)]^ ) 
" t-l ws[0,l] 
+ 2 n~^ 2^ |c I Z Id^ (X  ^- X) sup U(Y*)«"^ (a))| + 0 (1) , 
' " t-1 " û)etO,l]' ' P 
where the last Op(l) term comes from the fact that, 
P[|l + b^ |»0]>0 as n o> .  
We also used the fact that <|)'(x) • - x*(x) , so |((i'(x)| < 4 follows 
from Lemma 3.1. The first two terms of (3.7) are o (1) . To deal with 
P 
the third and fourth terms of (3.7) we need to write y* as, 
Yg - y^ ((a) + \n(<^ )2j.^ (a)) , (3.8) 
where X^ (^w) Is a random variable between zero and one. He can write 
this as 
Tt = Gen + ftn*"^ (w) » (3-9) 
where. 
®tn " ' 
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ftn - 1 + bn + ^ n(")Cn ' 
Now we can write, 
|*'(Y*)$"l(w)| - , (3.10) 
< (^w)| •*• l^ tnl I , 
and. 
|*'(Y*)[#"l(w)]2| - |[r^ (a))]2Y**(Y*)| , (3.11) 
< |Gtn|[*  ^l^ tnll^ * ^ (w)]3*(Y*)| . 
Now note that. 
l^tnl > 1 - l\ + hrS'^Kl > 1 - K\ - l^nl 
Thus given e > 0 we have. 
P{inf ; 0» e [0, 1], 1 < t < n] < 1 - e} + 0 as n + 
or we can write this as, 
P{sup [|ftn| 0) e [0, 1], 1 < t < n] > (1 - e) H + 0 as n + » . 
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Thus, if we let e in (0, 1) be given and use Lemma 3.1 
repeatedly we can write (3.7) as, 
sup |w„(u)| < n"^ 2^c2(i _ 6)"^  z {2 g3 + 52 g2 + 396 g. + 1728} 
we[0,l] t-1 
- 2|c„| (1 - rt-'n- % - X) I (2 + 20 + 64} 
+ Op(l) . (3.12) 
Where g^  ^= |a^ | + |d^ (X  ^- X)| , so |e^ |^ < g^  ^ for all w e [0, 1] 
The lemma now follows from Lemma 3.2. • 
Lemma 3.4. Let U^ , Ug,..., be iid Uniform (0, 1) random 
variables independent of the random k-vectors (Z^ , X^ ,..., X^ ) , where 
Let a^  and b^  be random variables such that 
a " 0 (n  ^) and b - 0 (n  ^) , and let C be a random 1 x k 
n p n p n 
vector such that • Op(n  ^) . Define for to e [0, 1] . 
Ztn<") - a* + (1 + b^ )$"^ (w) + C^ (X^  - X) , 
and. 
-1/ " 
W^ ((i)) • n '2 E [1{U^  < *[Zj.^ (û))]} - 1{U^  < w} - $[Zj.^ (ii))] + m] 
Then sup |w_(w)| - oi (1) . 
n I p 
u)e[0,l] 
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Proof. We can define 
z^ nCu; p - Çj + (1 + 52)#"l(w) + - X) , (3.13) 
where (Ç^ , £3) . Thus, z^ (^w) - z^ (^w; a^ , b^ , C^ ) . We also 
define W^ (w; ^  in terms of z^ C^w; j|) above. Let e > 0 be given. 
We can find an L^ eCO, ®) such that. 
«^ n)  ^ > 1 - G , 
k+2 
where C is the hypercube in R centered at 0 , with sides of 
n, e 
length 2L n . Thus we can write, 
P{sup Iw (w)| > e} , (3.14) 
WG[0,1]' " 
< E{p[8up sup |w (to; £)| > e I(X,, Z,,..., % )]} + e . 
WG[0,1] g " I -1 -IJ 
Thus, if we can show that the conditional probability within the 
expectation operator converges to zero for almost every sequence 
{Xj, Xg,..., , then by the Bounded Convergence Theorem we will have 
shown that, 
lim P{sup W (w) > e} < e . 
n-H» (ue(0,l] 
But since e > 0 was arbitrary, we will have shown that. 
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sup |w (w)| - o (1) 
WG[0,1]' " P 
But further notice that. 
P{sup sup Iw (w)l > e !(%., X,,..., X )} , (3.15) 
a.e[0.1] g I -1 T 
< p{8up sup W (w) > e |(%, , X, X )} 
<oe[0,l] g "  ^
+ p{8up sup - W_(w) > g |(X-, X,,..., X )} . 
û.c[0,l] SfC* g "  ^^  
The steps that follow show that the first term on the right hand side 
converges to zero. It will be obvious how to modify the procedure to show 
that the second term also converges to zero. 
Let e > 0 be given, and define and  ^ as indicated 
above. Now subdivide the hypercube into (approximately) (ZL^ e^ )^^ ^^  
hypercubes with sides of length e^ n Z  ^ where is a positive real 
number to be chosen later. Let the &-th such cube be C* . Let jb,  g 
~£tn^ "^  ' ^ itn^ "^  values of g C*  ^ at which z^ (^(i); £) takes 
its maximum and minimum values, respectively. Note that the first two 
components of S^ ^^ ( w) and ^^ ^^ (w) do not depend on t . Then, 
where, 
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q%n(w, Ej) - 8up{|$[z^ (^w; i^ )] - $[z^ (^w; s)]| : 
U- S' < s : Cn.E' I = <=n,s' ' 
For convenience, we define ll£ ~ < e^ n^ 2^ to mean that each component 
of the vector (£ - 0 In absolute value satisfies the Inequality. Thus 
we can write, 
1/ " 
W (w) < n" '2 r [i{n < «[z_„(ai)]} - 1{U^  < w} + (3.17) 
n t cjm c 
-1/ ^ 
- + u] + n 2 q^ C^w, e^ ) , 
where z^ (^w) - z^ [^a.; • 
Now we need the following result. 
- V ° 
Result 3.1. n 2 g q* (w, e,) can be made arbitrarily small by 
t-1 " 
choice of > 0 (almost surely), uniformly In n , w , and i, .  
Proof. First note that. 
|> - 1 . 
1%" ^tn(": ' 
ll; ^tn(": " (%t - =)' • 
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Thus we can write, 
- Vo _ 1-, . I .-1, |q*o(w, ej)| < n~ '2 e^ U + |rXw)| + l'|x^  - x| } 
+ (1 + 52c)$"l(w) + - X)]| , 
where 1 is a k-vector of ones, and - (g*^ , maximizes the 
density above evaluated at w . Now by using Lemma 3.1, we can write 
I'tn'"- i^>l + 
+ |i + 55tr'[|«îJ + • 
which is guaranteed to be well defined for n > L| . We can further 
write. 
q*„(a.. ej)| <n-'2ej[l + 1'|X^ -X| 
+ (1 - n" {4 + n'^ L^g + k ^ 2^ Lg[tr(m^ )] }] 
Thus we have. 
+ (1 - n" {4 + n" + k^ L^jtrCm^ )] }] 
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Thus the result follows by the almost sure convergence of . • 
Now divide [0, 1] Into (approximately) n ^  X  ^ Intervals of 
length An" ^  by points , where and write 
ng " {w: Wg < w < • Now note that if we restrict attention to 
n > L| then ®IZj.^ (a); 0] , for  ^e  ^, is increasing in w since 
1 + gg > 0 . Thus the first term of the right hand side of (3.17) can be 
written, if to e 
-1/ " 
n 2 s [1{U^  < [^z^ (^w)]} - l{Uj. < u)} - *[Zc2n(w)] + w] , (3.18) 
t"l 
< n" [1{U^  < - It^ t  ^"s> *[^ t2n("s+l)] + "s^  
+ V^i - "s + • 
Now we can write the second term as equal to 
1/ n 1/ n 
< A + n~ '2 ï q* (w, e.) + n" '2 z h^ „(X,.u ) , (3.19) 
t-1 "  ^ t-1 " ® 
where. 
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"3^  • - *[Zcn(w:  ^® ^ n,e^  ' 
(3.20) 
Now we need the following result. 
-1/ °  
Result 3.2. n 2 E h^ _(X, w) can be made arbitrarily small by 
t-1 
choice of X > 0 (almost surely), uniformly in n , w , and I . 
Proof. For j| e  ^, tu e [0, 1] , and \ > 0 small, n > L| , ' 
can write, 
«tCj + (1 + + Xn"^  ^) + ^ g(%^  - X) + 
- $[Gi + (1 + G2)$"l(w) + Igdj. - i)] , 
< «{L^n" [1 + l'|x^ - x(] + (1 - n"^^Lg)$"^(Xn"'^'^ )} , 
which equals, 
1 - ${- Lgn'^^'z [1 + i»|x^ - x|] + (1 - n"^'^Lg)#"^(l - An" ^ ^ )} . 
This just points out the fact that the greatest change occurs at the 
endpoints. Now we can write, 
«{Lgn"^^2 [1 + i«|x^ - x|] + (1 - Lgn"^^2)$-l(xn~^''2)} , 
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= ) + n"^ L^g[l + l*|Xj. - %| - , 
- X + *(8g)n"^ L^g[l + I'jx^  - %| - )] , 
where 8* Is on the line segment joining, 
#-^ (n-^ /2 X) and $-\xn-^ /2) + _ «-^ (xn-^ /2) + i,|%^  _ X| 
We can represent 8* as, 
8* " «"^ (n"^ 2^ X) + a^ {n"^ L^g[l + l|%^  - ï| - *"^ (Xn" ^''2 )]} , 
where e (0, 1) « But note that for t » 1, 2,..., n. 
Thus by the almost sure convergence of we can choose X small 
enough so that for all n , and t , *(8*) < *(8*) where, 
8* . (1 - n-^ /2y$-l(xn-^ /2) + n" ^^ 2 2^ 
Thus we can write, 
sup In"^  ^ E h. (X, w)| < X + L *(8*)[1 - «"^ (Xn~^ 2^) 
we[0,l] t-1 ® 
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+ l'|*t - » 
< X + Lg*(8*)[l + - ®~^ (Xn"^ 2^)] . 
Now the result follows from the almost sure convergence of and the 
use of Lemma 3.1. • 
Thus the only term we are left with from (3.7) Is, 
n'^ /2 E [1{U^  < " It^ t < "s^  " *[^ tm("s+l)] + "s^  ' 
t-1 
-1/ G 
since n" 2 z qt (w , e,) can be made arbitrarily small by choice of 
t-1 " '• 
as was shown in Result 3.1. We can write the above expression as, 
- 'tnto' - Î W . 
t-1 t-1 
h^ere - |®[Ztto^ Vl^  ^" «"si ' ^ tn&s Bernoulli random 
variables with expectation P Q^ J  ^ > independent over t , and 
sgn(tn£s) " + 1 or - 1 according to the sign of ~ "s * 
We will be done if we can show that. 
P{max I W , > e} + 0 as n + * , 
A,s t-1 
where the maximum is taken over 
1 < & < {[ZLgGjl]^  + l}^ "*"^  , and 1 < s < [n^  ^ + 1 ; 
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where []^  stands for the least Integer function. Now we can write, 
t^njls " °  ^^ teT ~ ^ tn£s^  ~ teT ' 
where, - {t: sgn(tn&s) • + 1} , and T_ • {t; sgn(tn&s) - - 1} . 
Thus, 
" Jj "tnts > s' < «tnto - Ptnte' > ° ''' ''^ 1 (3.21) 
Using the argument of Rao and Sethuraman (1975), and the modification of 
Loynes (1980), we can write for u > 0 , 
- Ptn,.) > " ' 
< exp(- u n^  ^e/2) ir E{exp[u(B^ ^^  - , 
teT^  
C,4, 
I 
V ° 
< exp(- u n 2 e/2) tt [1 - P^„-„(l - e )] exp(- u p^ „.„) , 
exp(- u n 2 e/2) ir [1 - p^ ^^ (l - e")] exp(- u p^ ^^ ) , 
t^ + 
tnte "trnts 
= a(n, u, e) (say) , 
where we have used the fact that for u > 0 , 
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[1 - o(l - e*)] exp(- ua) > 1 for a e [0, 1] 
Now If we examine n ^ log[a(n, u, e)] we see that, 
-1 _ 1/ n 
n log[a(n, u, e)] - - u n 2e/2 - u n Z p 
t-l 
+ n~^  log[l - P^ njigd - e")] , 
< - u n~ ^ 2 e/2 - [u + (1 - e")]n"^  Z , 
since logd - 6) < 6 for 6 e [0, 1] . Thus, 
log[a(n, u, e)] < n ^  {ue/2 + [u + (1 - e")]n  ^Z p } . 
t-l C"** 
But note that, 
Ptnto " - Vll ' 
< ht^ n^ Vl' ^tn("s+l))] - *[^ tn("s+i;  ^' 
< 2Lg) + l]{n-'/2  ^• 
< (e^ 2^Lg + 1) K(ej) + X , 
where. 
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K(e^ ) • sup{|n 2 q*^ (w, G^ )|: w e (0, 1], n} 
We know that K(ep < <» by Result 3.1. Thus we can write, 
log[a(n, u, e)] < n ^  {ue/2 + [u + 1 - e"][(l + 2e^ L^g) KCe^ ) + X]} , 
and the right hand side does not depend on s or k . Thus by an 
appropriate choice of u* e (0, <») we can write, 
a(n, u*, e) < exp(- c^ n  ^) , 
where c^  e (0, <») , and Cg does not depend on n , s , or k . We can 
do the same procedure for the second term of (3.21), and combining these 
results together we obtain. 
P{max S > e} < 2(2L eT^  + D^ '^ C^l + n" A) exp(- c.n ) . 
A,s t-1 ®  ^  ^
This expression goes to zero as n •*• <» . Thus we have shown that. 
sup Iw (w)l - o (1) . • 
we[0,l]' " ' P 
Theorem 3.2 has several applications. We state these as corollaries. 
Corollary 3.1. 
hold, then W^  -^ > 
theorem 3.1. 
Let the assumptions and definitions of Theorem 3.2 
W where W is the limiting Gaussian process given in 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.1 W* —> W , so by Theorem 3.2 has the 
same limiting distribution as W* . D 
Corollary 3.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold, and define 
for X e R 
1 " 
F (x) - n~^  Z 1(Z < x) , 
" t-1 
1 n 
P*(x) - n"^  Z 1(Z* < x) , 
t-1  ^
where and Z* were defined in Theorem 3.2. Then, 
sup|f*(x) -  f„(x)|  •  o (n ^2) . 
xeR 
Proof. Let u be defined in terms of x by the mapping w • @(x) 
for X s R , where 9 is the standard normal distribution function. 
Remember that $ is a one-to-one mapping from the real numbers to the 
unit interval. Note that. 
u ^  |f*(x) -  f (^x)I - |w*(w) - w^(w)| , 
under the mapping 9 . The result now follows from Theorem 3.2. Q 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is quite technical, but the result is 
actually quite useful. To apply the theorem, and its corollaries, to the 
case of standardized residuals in the univariate case we do the following. 
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1. Let the v^ 's of Chapter Two take the place of the Y^ 's of Theorem 
3.2. 
2. Let the x^ 's of Chapter Two take the place of the of Theorem 
3.2. 
3. Let the standardized residuals of expression (2.11) take the place of 
the Z^ 's in Theorem 3.2. 
Thus under the conditions given In Chapter Two, the conditions of 
Theorem 3.2 hold. Thus the empirical process based on the transformed 
standardized regression residuals converges weakly to the same limit law 
of Theorem 3.1. Also Corollary 3.2 gives the order of the difference 
between and F* in terms of the sup-norm metric. This norm Is also 
called the Kolmogorov metric for distribution functions. These results 
will be used extensively in Chapter Four. 
Theorem 3.2 and its corollaries can also be applied to the 
standardized components of the residual vector defined in (2.29) for the 
multivariate model. For an 1 e {1 r} we do the following. 
1. Let the v^ .^  for t"l of Chapter Two take the place of the 
Y^ 's of Theorem 3.2. 
* 
2. Let the *(.(1) t • 1, ..., n of (2.31) take the place of the 
X^ 's of Theorem 3.2. 
3. Let the standardized components of the residual vector defined in 
(2.29) take the place of the Z^ 's in Theorem 3.2. 
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Thus under the conditions given in Chapter Two, Theorem 3.2 and Its 
corollaries hold. We will use these ideas in the next chapter when we 
deal with goodness-of-fit tests for normality. 
B. Multivariate Results 
Our results In this section are an extension of an idea of Wood 
(1981a), which was discussed in Section C of Chapter One. We begin with 
Theorem 3.3 which is the vector analog of Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.3. Let with  ^
positive definite, and Independent of the random k-vectors 
(Ij, . Assume a.s. Let be a random p x k 
matrix such that B^  • O^ Cn  ^) . Let be a random p x p matrix 
such that diag (A^ ) • o^ Cn  ^) , and the off diagonal elements of 
are Op(n )^ . Define, for n > p + 1 , 
_-v, 
t^ • (^ p + ^n) V^ t^ - + «n('t - ' 
Zg - (Z%i, Z?2 2%p)' » 
2*1 - "ërfV^ ti - ' 
where, (T^  - jiy) for t - 1, 2,..., n . For oi e [0, 1] and 
1 - 1, 2,..., p , define 
-1/ * 
Wnifw)"* ^ E {1[$(Z , ) < w] - w} , 
n,i "-i 
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-1/ " 
W*,(w) = n 2 E ) < w] - w} . 
n.i t-1 " 
Then sup Jw* ,(w) - W ,(w)l • o (1) . 
we[0,l]' P 
Proof. First note that we can write, 
Zt - "p + »n«t - • 
where 
Ù •É'I -
Notice that Is an orthogonal matrix rhlch Is converging In 
probability to at the rate Op(n )^ . Next we examine the 
(1, &)-th element of the matrix (1^  + . For notatlonal 
convenience, let us represent the (1, %)-th element by 
'"p + 
where a^ j^ , , and m^  ^ are elements of the matrices , 
and "gg^  ^respectively; and 5^  ^= 1 If 1 • j » and equals zero If 
1 ^  j . First we examine the case where 1 = A . Then, 
"S + 'li • j, j, <«13 + »«> 'jAi • 
- J, " + j, 'ij-jAi • 
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Prom the definition of A we know that a,, = o (n )^ , and 
n 11 p 
a . • 0 (n" 2 ) for 1 * j . From the definition of a 2 we know that 
1 1/ 
• Op(n" 2 ) for k * 1 , and m^ ^^  » ®eeA ' the definition of 
and Lemma 2.2 we know that • 1 + Op(n  ^) and q^ j^ « O^ Cn  ^) 
for 1 * j . Combining these results we obtain 
+ Wëe''^  ^11 - + %iKà± ' 
where • Op(n  ^) for 1 • 1, 2,..., p . 
Now for 1 ^  £ we obtain. 
I"P + 'I,« = "IT • V"''^ ' • 
If we let b . denote the 1-th row of B_ , we can represent Z^ . as 
ni n Ci 
t^l " (1 + ®nl>2tl + '^ Ij^ t^j • + \l(*t - • 
The theorem now follows from Theorem 3.2. Q 
Notice that the W* . , 1 - 1, ..., p are Independent processes. 
Thus the theorem says that the processes W . for 1-1 are 
n,x 
Independent In the limit. This will be used when we deal with the 
distribution of goodness-of-flt statistics for multivariate data. 
Theorem 3.3 deals with p separate empirical processes based on n 
observations each. In other words, the total number of random 
variables, np , is broken up into p groups and an empirical process is 
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created for each group. The next corollary Is for empirical processes 
based on more general groupings. 
Corollary 3.3. Let the conditions and notation of Theorem 3.3 
hold. Let S be a subset of distinct elements of the set (1, 2,..., p} 
chosen Independently of the data, and let 1 < s < p be the number of 
elements In S . Define for w e [0, 1] , 
V U )  -  s "  ^^ 2  z  , ( w )  ,  
" les 
W*((o) - z W* ,(w) . 
" les 
Then sup jtf (oi) - W*(a))| " o (1) 
w e [ 0 , l ] '  "  n i p  
Proof. Note that. 
sup IW (w) - W*((ii)| < s  ^Z sup |w* ,(w) - W ,(w)| 
we[0,l] " " leS a)e[0,l] 
Thus the result follows from Theorem 3.3. Q 
The following theorem is a multivariate version of Theorem 3.1. It 
is the tool used to obtain limiting distributions for empirical processes 
based on standardized vectors. 
Theorem 3.4. Let be lid N^ CO, 1^ ) , and define for 
(0 G [0, 1] , 
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hi " °YYii^ \i ~ ' 
and, 
-1/ ° 
W ,(w) = n 2 J {1[4(Z . ) < 0)] - Û)} , 
n,l t-l " 
1/ P 
W((a) - p" '2 z w„ ,(w) . 
n 1=1 
Then W -^ > W as a stochastic process on [0, 1] , where W is the 
n 
Brownlan bridge described In Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. Note that for each n all the are Independent 
stochastic processes on [0, 1] . Since they all converge to the same 
V Gaussian process, their mean multiplied by p 2 converges to the same 
process. • 
The next corollary is a simple application of these results. 
Corollary 3.4. Let the conditions and notation of Theorem 3.3 and 
Corollary 3.3 hold. Then W as a stochastic process on [0, 1] , 
where W is the Brownian bridge described in Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 
3.4. • 
A multivariate extension of Corollary 3.2 is given next. 
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Corollary 3.5» Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 hold, and define 
for X e R and i - 1, ..., p , 
1 * 
EL ((x) - a Z 1(ZL, < x) , 
' t-1 
1 " 
F* Ax) - n~^  Z 1(Z*. < x) , 
n,i t-1 " 
where and are defined in Theorem 3.3. Then, for i • 1, ..., 
P > 
Proof. The proof is the same one used in Corollary 3.2, applied now 
for each 1 . Q 
We also have the following. 
Corollary 3.6. Let the conditions and notation of Theorem 3.3 
hold. Let S be a subset of distinct elements of the set 
{1, 2, ..., p} , and let 1 < s < p be the number of elements in S . 
Define for x s R , 
Z HZ < x) , 
ieS 
S 1(Z*. < x) . 
ieS 
F^ (x) - (ns) -1 
n 
t-1 
F*(x) - (ns)'^  H 
t-1 
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Then, 
8up|F*(x) - F^ (x)| • o (n 2) 
xeR 
Proof. Follows Immediately from Corollary 3.5, • 
Notice that F* . for 1 - 1, ..., p are Independent random 
n,x 
processes. Thus Corollary 3.5 says that the processes  ^ for 
1 = 1, ..., p are independent in the limit. This will be used when we 
deal with the distribution of goodness-of-fit statistics for multivariate 
data. 
To apply Theorem 3.3 and its corollaries to the case of standardized 
residual vectors we do the following. 
1. Let the v^ 's of Chapter Two take the place of the Y^ 's of Theorem 
3.3. 
2. Let the x^ 's of Chapter Two take the place of the z^ 's of Theorem 
3.3. 
3. Let the standardized residual vectors of expression (2.23) take the 
place of the Z^ 's in Theorem 3.3. 
Thus under the conditions given In Chapter Tvo, the conditions of 
Theorem 3.3 hold. In particular, the empirical process based on any 
subset of the components of the vector of transformed standardized 
regression residuals converges weakly to the limit law of Theorem 3.1. 
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IV. GOODNESS-OF-FIT STATISTICS BASED ON REGRESSION RESIDUALS 
In the previous chapter we examined the large sample behavior of 
the empirical distribution function based on standardized regression 
residuals. In this chapter we use those results to examine the limiting 
behavior of goodness-of-flt statistics based on residuals. 
A. EDF Goodness-of-Flt Statistics 
We begin by considering the univariate model. Let F^ (w) for 
(1) G [0, 1] be the empirical distribution function based on 
Z^ , ..., where, 
Z(. - (v,. - v)] , (4.1) 
and 3^  and v were defined In (2.9). Let F^ (w) for u e [0, 1] 
be the empirical distribution function based on Z^ , ...» where, 
Zt - (v^  - v)] , (4.2) 
where m and v are the sample variance and mean of the v»'s . 
vv t 
Also, let 
W^ ((u) - n ^ 2 [F^ (w) - u] , W^ (w) - n ^  [Fj^ (uj) - w] , (4.3) 
for 0) e [0, 1] . 
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Goodness-of-fit statistics which are functions of or are 
called EPF goodness-of-fit statistics, where EOF stands for empirical 
distribution function. In the previous chapter we found conditions 
under which and converge to the same limiting Gaussian 
process W defined in Theorem 3.1. It is intuitive that nice functions 
of or Wjj will converge in distribution in D[0, 1] to the 
corresponding function of W. This idea was originally proposed by 
Doob (1949) and provides a way to describe the limiting distribution of 
EOF statistics. These ideas are special cases of applications of the 
general theory of weak convergence in metric spaces. Some fundamental 
concepts of weak convergence are reviewed in Appendix A. We next give 
some examples. 
1. Kolmogorov-Smlrnov type statistics 
The one-sided Kolmogorov-Smlrnov statistics are defined by 
ue[0,l] 
(4.4) 
and 
D " n 2^ inf W (oj) . 
u)e[0,l] " 
In terms of the Z^ 's , these become 
d"^  • max (t/n - Z ) 
" l<t<n t:* 
(4.5) 
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and, 
D~ - max [Z - (t - l)/n] , 
l<t<n 
where stands for the t-th order statistic from a sample of size 
n . 
The functlonals sup x(t) and Inf x(t) are continuous with 
t t 
respect to the Skorohod metric on D[0, 1] « See Appendix A, and 
Bllllngsley (1968). Hence under the conditions which ensure that 
" T *+ Vo 
W > W , the limit laws of n 2 d and n 'D are given by the 
n n n 
laws of the random variables. 
• sup W(w) , (4.6) 
ue[0,l] 
and. 
D " Inf W(m) . 
we[0,l] 
The distributions of and D have apparently not been tabled. 
The one-sided Kolmogorov-Smlrnov statistics have not been widely 
used. Instead functions of these statistics have been used. The 
Kolmogorov-Smlrnov statistic is given by 
- max(Dj^ , -D^ ) , (4.7) 
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n ^2 sup |w (w)l . 
wg[0,1] 
The Kulper statistic is given by 
(4-8) 
n 2^ sup W ( (o) - n  ^inf W (w) . 
wg[0,1] " (i)e[0,l] 
The functlonals sup x(t) and sup x(t) - inf x(t) are 
t t t 
continuous with respect to the Skorohod metric on D[0, 1] . Thus under 
* L Vo * the conditions which ensure W > W , the limit laws of n ZD and 
n n 
1/ 
n 2 are given by the laws of the random variables, 
D » sup lw(w)I , (4.9) 
we[0,1] 
and. 
V • sup W(w) - inf W(w) . 
ue[0,l] (ue[0,l] 
The distributions of D and V have been tabled by Stephens 
(1974), along with small 8anq)le modifications. These are presented In 
Table 10.1 of Appendix B. 
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2. Cramer-von Mises statistic 
The Cramer-von Mises statistic is defined by 
• / W2(w) dm . (4.10) 
n Q n 
In terms of the Z^ 's this can be written as 
C2 - (12n)"l + Z [f - (2n)~^ (2t - 1)]2 . (4.11) 
n c.n 
Durbin (1973b) showed that the function defined by the Integral in 
(4.10) is continuous with respect to the Skorohod metric on D[0, 1] . 
 ^ L Thus under the conditions which ensure ——> W , the limit law of 
C2 is given by the law of the random variable. 
n 
1 
• f W^(u) dw . (4.12) 
0 
Percentage points for the distribution of have been tabled by 
Stephens (1974), along with small sample modifications. We reproduce 
these in Table 10.1 of Appendix B. 
3. Watson's statistic 
The Watson statistic is defined by 
1 . 1 . 
U2 « jT w2((i)) du) - [ / W (u) dw]2 . (4.13) 
" 0 " 0 " 
In terms of the Z^ 's this can be written as 
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tj2 - C2 - n(Z - V2 )2 , (4.14) 
A > ~ ® •» 
where is the Cramer-von Mises statistic, and Z • n Z . 
" t-l t 
Durbin (1973b) showed that the functions in (4.13) are continuous in the 
Skorohod metric on D[0, 1] . Thus under the conditions which ensure 
AT A 
that > W , the limit law of is given by the law of the 
random variable, 
1 1 
U2 • I w2(w) dw - [ / W(w) dw]2 . (4.15) 
0 0 
Percentage points for the distribution of have been tabled by 
Stephens (1974), along with small sample modifications. We reproduce 
these in Table 10.1 of Appendix B. 
4. Anderson-Darling statistic 
The Anderson-Darling statistic is defined by 
a2 • / [did - u))] W^2((i)) du . 
n 0 " 
In terms of the Z^ 's this can be written as 
- - » - ° (2t - 1)11.: + logCl - zVl-t)=n'' • 
t"l 
This statistic was originally studied by Anderson and Darling 
(1952). Durbin (1973b) and Rosenblatt (1952) showed that the function 
defined by the integral In (4.16) is continuous in the Skorohod metric 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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on D[0, 1] except at a set of paths of measure zero under the 
distribution of the limiting process W . Thus under the conditions 
 ^ T  ^
which ensure that > W , the limit law of is given by the law 
of the random variable, 
1 
• / [u)(l - u))] W2(w) du . (4.18) 
0 
Percentage points for the distribution of A^  have been tabled by 
Stephens (1974), along with small sample modifications. We reproduce 
these in Table 10.1 of Appendix B. 
5. Applications to multivariate data 
Of the EDF statistics we have listed, the Kolmogorov-Smlrnov 0% 
statistic is the most widely used. It is programmed into many software 
packages including SAS, which uses it for sample sizes greater than 50 
and uses the percentage points from Stephens (1974). 
We have concentrated on regression residuals from univariate 
models, but the EDF statistics are easily applied to multivariate 
regression models as well. Our presentation is an extension of an idea 
of Wood (1981a). Let the (1 x r)-vector ^  be defined for 
t - 1, ..., n by, 
% - , (4.19) 
where and v were defined in (2.21). We called Z* the 
standardized residual vector in Chapter Two. Now define for 
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C " 1 * •••» n and 1 <• 1 » • • • » f 
(4.20) 
where Z*^  is the 1-th component of Z* . Let ( w) for 
w E [0, 1] be the empirical distribution function based on the 
collection of rn variables for t • 1, ..., n and 
1 " 1, ..., r . Also define for u e [0, 1] , 
We gave conditions In Chapter Three under which converged to the 
Gaussian process W . Thus the EOF statistics described above, when 
based on the nr random variables In (4.20), have the same limit laws 
described above. This provides a test of multivariate normality based 
on readily available univariate statistics. It should be noted that we 
could have defined (4.20) for only a subset of the components of Z* . 
In particular, let S be a subset of distinct elements of the set 
{1, ..., r} , and let s be the number of elements in S . Now define 
for t - 1 and 1 e S , 
W^(w) - n ^2 [F^j.(m) - to] (4.21) 
Z (4.22) 
Let FqgCw) for u e [0, 1] be the empirical distribution function 
based on the collection of sn variables Z^  ^ for t - 1, ..., n and 
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1 e S . Also define for to e [0, 1] , 
W^ ((o) • n ^ 2 [F^ g(w) - oj] . (4.23) 
The convergence of W^ g to the Gaussian process W was proven in 
Corollary 3.4. Thus we can also test for joint normality based on 
subsets of the standardized residual vector. 
We have concentrated on testing for multivariate normality by 
forming a large group of the components of the standardized residuals 
and calculating a single EOF statistic based on that group. Another 
method which is reasonable is the following. Let T represent any of 
the EOF statistics discussed above, and let T . for 1 - 1, ..., r 
n, 1 
be the statistic calculated from the n values of the Z^ '^s for each 
of the r components of the standardized residual vector  ^in 
(4.19). From Chapter Three we know that the statistics T . for 
n,i 
1 = 1, ..., r , properly normalized, converge in law to random variables 
which are independent in the limit. Thus it makes sense to consider a 
random variable such as 
T - max T . . (4.24) 
" l<i<r 
The weak convergence results tell us that. 
P(T^  < t) + Fj(t) as n+<" , (4.25) 
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for 1 • 1, ...» r where Fj(•) Is some distribution function, and the 
convergence in (4.25) is for all continuity points of Fj, . This 
implies, by independence in the limit, that 
P(T^  > t) + 1 - [F^ (t)]' as n-»-» . (4.26) 
Based on this convergence result it is easy to construct significance 
tests based on the random variable T . We construct the r separate 
significance tests based on T ,, T and calculate the signifi­
cance levels ..., . Then the overall significance level is 
given by, 
r 
a - 1 -  I T  ( l - o .  ) ,  ( 4 . 2 7 )  
i-1 
which is justified in large samples by (4.25). 
B. Chi-Squared Tests of Fit 
We begin by considering the univariate model. Let the notation of 
Section A with F^  , F^  , and (4.1,)-(4.3) hold. It will be clear that 
the chi-squared statistic actually can be considered an EOF statistic, 
but we are considering it separately because of some of its special 
features. 
Many authors have considered the problem of applying the Pearson 
chi-squared test for goodness-of-fit based on an iid sample from a 
continuous distribution. In the case of testing for normality with 
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unknown mean and variance, the behavior of the chl-squared statistic Is 
dependent upon how u and are estimated as well as how the data 
are grouped. Our approach follows that of Dahlya and Gurland (1972) who 
use the sample mean and variance to estimate p and , and group the 
data into random equal probability intervals. 
To fix ideas, imagine that we can actually observe v^ , ..., v^  
and we want to calculate a chl-squared test based on k categories. 
The method of Dahlya and Gurland (1972) prescribes the k random 
Intervals, 
Ij - (v + v + mj^c^ j] , (4.28) 
for j • 1, ..., k , where 
Cj^ j^ - (k'^ j) for j - 0, ..., k , 
and $ ^  is the Inverse function corresponding to the standard normal 
distribution function # . The Intervals are called random equal 
probability intervals because if, conditional on v and m^ y , Z were 
a random variable such that Z ~ N(v, m^ ) then, 
P(Z e Ij) - k'^  for j - 1, ..., k . (4.29) 
The chl-squared statistic based on these intervals is 
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(4.30) 
where, 
» k , 
n 
0 - E l(v el.). 
 ^ t-1 1 
Dahlya and Gurland (1972) have shown that for fixed k and n-x» , the 
random variable In (4.30) converges In law to a random variable with 
distribution defined by 
for k " 3, 4, ... , where Is a chl-squared random variable 
with k - 3 degrees of freedom and Independent of 
(Zj, Zg)' ~ *2(0, Ig). The constants and have been given by 
Watson (1957) and are 
Xk-3 1^^ 1 "*• ' (4.31) 
\ 1 
k 
- 1 - k E t|)2(l) 
1«1 ° 
k 
1 - (0.5)k E *2(1) ^  
1-1 1 
(4.32) 
where 
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where the  ^'s were defined in (4.28), and * Is the standard 
normal density. Percentage points for the random variable in (4.31) are 
reproduced for 3 < k < 15 in Table 10.3 of Appendix B. 
The chi-squared statistic in (4.30) is easy to calculate in 
practice, which perhaps makes it more attractive than the EOF statistics 
described earlier. In order to calculate the chi-squared statistic 
based on regression residuals, we replace the v^ 's by the v^ 's and 
(v, m^ )^ by (v, s^ ) . We show next that the limiting distribution of 
the chi-squared statistic is the same as that of the variable in (4.31). 
In order to more closely examine the limiting behavior of the chi-
squared statistic in (4.30) we need to write it as a function of the 
empirical processes we have developed. Note that we can write (4.30) 
as, 
k , , k n , 
E E" (0, - E.)2 - (n"^ k) L { Z l(v» el.)- k~ n}2 , (4.33) 
1-1 i-1 1-1 
k  _ i  "  . 1 /  
- (nk) Z {n" Z l(v < v + m '2 c. .) 
i-1 t-1  ^ w k,x 
- l(Vt < ^  ,^i-P - • 
- (nk) Z {F„(k~^ i) - FV[k"l(i - 1)] - k"^ }2 , 
i-1 " " 
k , . 
- k E {W^ (k"^ i) - W^ [k"\i - 1)]}2 . 
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Thus we can write the chl-squared statistic as a functional of the 
empirical process . Because of this, we denote the chl-squared 
statistic by )^ (W^ ) and further simplify (4.33) to, 
X^ (W^ ) - kW2(k"^ ) + k{l - W^ [k"^ (k - 1)]}2 (4.34) 
k—1 , . 
+ k E m (k"%) - W„[k~^ (l - 1)1 }2 , 
1-2 ° " 
The real valued function defined on D[0, 1] Is, for fixed k , 
continuous with respect to the Skorohod metric on D[0, 1] . Since 
-^ > W , we know that 
)^ (W^ ) -^ > x^ (W) as n+o» , (4.35) 
where 
xg(W) - kw2(k"b + k{l - W[k~^ (k - 1)]}2 
k-1 , , 
+ k r {W(k~^ l) - W[k~^ (l - 1)]}2 
1-2 
 ^ L Under the conditions which ensure > W , 
:^ (W^ ) -^ > )^ (W) . (4.36) 
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The limit random variable In (4.35) may look complicated, but by 
the uniqueness of the weak limit we know that Its distribution Is 
precisely that of (4.31) as calculated by Dahlya and Gurland (1972). 
Thus, the chl-squared statistic of (4.30) based on regression residuals 
has a known limiting distribution, and it is exactly the one described 
by (4.31). 
We have dealt only with the univariate model, but the chl-squared 
test can also be applied to multivariate data. As in (4.19) let Z* 
denote the standardized residual vector, where 
2* - (Vj. - v)S~J^ 2 for t - 1 n . (4.37) 
Now for fixed k construct the Intervals, 
II - for 1 - 1, ..., k . (4.38) 
Also define 
n r 
0. - E Z 1(Z* el'), (4.39) 
t-1 j-1 
• k ^ (rn) . 
Now, as was shown in (4.33), it follows that 
I - E()2 . x|<) . (4.40) 
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where was defined (4.21), and X^ (*) was defined In (4.33) and 
A L 
(4.34). Thus under the conditions which ensure that > W , It 
follows 
)^ (W^ ) X^ (W) as n+" , (4.41) 
with limiting distribution given by (4.31). 
The statistic defined by (4.39) and (4.40) Is particularly easy to 
calculate since the Intervals for 1 = 1, ..., k are fixed and not 
random. This happens because we first put the residual vector through a 
scale and location transformation. This can also be done In the 
univariate case If one Is working with the standardized residuals. 
The above chl-squared test used all r-components of the 
standardized residual vector. As was done earlier we can also construct 
a test based on only a subset of the components. As was done In Section 
A.5 of Chapter Four, let S be a subset of distinct elements of the 
set {1, ..., r}, and let s be the number of elements In S . Now 
define 
n 
0. - ï r 1(Z* e IÎ) , (4.42) 
t-1 jeS J J 
" k ^ (ns) . 
By applying Corollary 3.4, It follows that the chl-squared statistic has 
a limiting distribution given by (4.31). 
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As a final note, we mention that it is also possible to calculate 
r separate chi-squared statistics based on the r components of the 
standardized residual vector, then combine them as was done in (4.24). 
The comments following (4.24) also hold with no additional modifica­
tions. 
Tests based on moments do not appear to be widely used, but they 
are easily handled by our weak convergence theory. Their convenience is 
that they are reasonably easy to calculate, and can provide a quick 
information about the data. Our attention will be restricted to the 
usual statistic of skewness, which we call Sy > and the usual statistic 
of kurtosis, which we call g2 . 
We begin by considering the univariate model. To fix ideas, 
imagine that we can actually observe Vp ..., v^  . Now define, 
C. Tests Based on Moments 
m - n ^  Z (v - v)^  , 
. t-1 
(4.43) 
for r " 2, 3, 4. Then gj and g2 are defined by 
(4.44) 
Under normality of the v^ 's , it is well known that 
n ^  g^  —^ > N(0, 6) , n ^  gg -^ > N(0, 24) . (4.45) 
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We show next that the same limiting distributions result when and 
g2 are calculated with the v^ 's instead of with the actual v^ 's . 
In order to examine the limiting behavior of the skewness and 
kurtosls statistics of (4.44) we need to write them as functions of the 
empirical processes we have developed. To do so, we first define the 
functional for r G {1, 2, ...} by 
00 
Uj(F) - / x'dF(x) , (4.46) 
— W 
where F is a distribution function with finite r-th moment. We can 
rewrite g^ (F) as follows, 
" * r-1 
W^ (F) - / / ru du dF(x) (4.47) 
o o 
o o , 
- / / ru du dF(x) , 
-OS X 
" , o 
- r / II - F(u)]u* du - r / F(u)u' du . 
Now letting i denote the standard normal distribution function we can 
write 
U_(F) - u (#) " - r / [F(u) - #(u)]u^  ^ du (4.48) 
o 
- r / [F(u) - #(u)]u^  ^ du , 
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1 
• / ^ y(w){F[$ (w)] - w}dw , 
o 
where, 
*p(w) = - r[® (^(1))]*^  (^w)]} ^  for bi e (0, 1) , 
and Is the standard normal density. 
Now let G^ x^) for x e R denote the empirical distribution 
function based on standardized random variables, 
m^ '^^  (v^  - v) for t " 1, ..., n . (4.50) 
Then gj and g2 of (4.44) are 
gj - [(n - l)~^ n]^ ''^ (113(0^ ) - ^ 3(4)} + 0(n"l) , (4.51) 
gg = [(n - 1) ^ n]2{y^ (6^ ) - y^ («)} , 
where we have used the fact that ^^ (O) » 0 and u^ (®) " 3 . The 
factor [(n - 1) arises because of the divisor in the definition 
of the moments m^ y and m^  for r » 2, 3, 4 . Now combining (4.51) 
and (4.48) we can write gj^  and g2 as functions of the empirical 
process defined in (4.3). 
n^ 2^gi(w^ ) . [(n _ l)-ln]3/2 / *3(w)W^ (w)dw + 0(n" ) , (4.52) 
o 
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o 
Because W by Theorem 3.1, the results of Shorack and 
Wellner (1986) imply that 
1/ L 1 
n 2gj^ (W^ ) -—> / i|)g(w)W(w)dw , (4.53) 
0 
1/ L 1 
n  ^62^ n^^  / ^^ (w)W( w)dw . 
0 
The limiting random variables in (4.53) may look complicated, but 
by uniqueness of the weak limit, their distributions are given by 
(4.45). 
We now return to the skewness and kurtosls statistics based on the 
v^ 's instead of the v^ 's . If we call these statistics g^  and gg , 
then just as in (4.52), we have 
n ^  g^  " [(n - k) / %((:d)W^ (w)dM + 0(n 2^) , (4.54) 
o 
n ^ gg = t(n - k) ^ n]2 / */^(w)W^(w)dw . 
o 
 ^ L Under conditions which ensure > W , 
n ^ 2 gj^  -ïi-> / ;pg((i))W( w)dw , (4.55) 
o 
ly AT 1 
n 2 g > j" ip (w)W( w)dM . 
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Thus, Che skewness and kurtosls statistics based on regression residuals 
have known limiting distributions, and the distributions are precisely 
the ones given In (4.45). 
One method of extending our results to the multivariate model Is to 
apply the skewness and kurtosls statistics to the standardized compo­
nents of the residual vector to obtain r separate tests of marginal 
normality. Another way is to apply the statistics to the components of 
the standardized residual vector to obtain r separate tests of 
marginal normality which would have the nice property that they are 
Independent In the limit. This last fact follows by Theorem 3.3. A 
third way would be to apply the statistics to the collection of rn 
random variables obtained by combining the r components of the n 
standardized residual vectors. The statistics have the correct limiting 
distributions by virtue of expression (4.53) and Corollary 3.4. 
A fourth method to measure multivariate skewness and kurtosls has 
been proposed by Mardla (1970, 1974). In terms of the v^ 's , these 
statistics are 
b. ° 
J, J. ' 
j. -It . 
where 
\s " - *4' ' 
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for t,s » 1, n . It has been shown by Mardla (1970) that 
where f » 6 ^ r(r + l)(r + 2) , and 
n^  ^[b- ^  - r(r + 2)] —> N[0, 8r(r + 2)] , Ù >r 
as n+=» . Now define 
A _2  ^  ^
V" J. ' 
'2,r - " J, "It • 
where 
\s " , 
for t,8 <• 1, n . By the representation given in Theorem 2.4 and 
after a bit of algebra it follows that 
6"^,r —> 4 • 
where f • 6 ^ r(r + l)(r + 2) , and 
n^  ^[b, ^ - r(r + 2)] -^ > N[0, 8r(r + 2)] , 
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as n+" . 
It Is unclear which of these procedures one should use in 
practice. This question is explored by a Monte Carlo study in Section B 
of Chapter Six. 
D. Tests Based on L-Statistics 
In the first three sections of this chapter we have shown how the 
weak convergence results of Chapter Three imply that many goodness-of-
fit statistics based on residuals behave, in large samples, like 
statistics based on an lid sample with estimated mean and variance. The 
procedure is clear. We simply show that a statistic can be written as a 
real valued function on D[0, 1] which is continuous with respect to 
the Skorohod metric, except at (possibly) a set of probability zero with 
respect to the distribution of the limiting Gaussian process W given 
in Theorem 3.1. 
Unfortunately not all statistics can be handled in this way. A 
particular example is the class of linear combinations of order statis­
tics, also called L-statistlcs. There does exist a theory about the 
differentiability of L-statistics with respect to empirical distribution 
functions from lid samples, based on the theory of statistical func-
tlonals. This statistical functional approach has been used to great 
advantage in the theory of robustness and asymptotic normal theory for 
complex statistical functionals. See Fernholz (1983) and Huber 
(1981). Unfortunately this theory does not directly apply to L-
statistlcs based on regression residuals. The main problem is that the 
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regression residuals are not lid random variables, and the results of 
Chapters Two and Three give us no Immediate Information about the 
convergence of the ordered v^ 's In terms of the ordered v^ 's . 
We next develop a theory of convergence of L-statlstlcs based on 
regression residuals. The topic has been Investigated by Blckel (1973) 
In the context of linear models, but his motivation and results are 
different from ours. Our results enable us to examine the limiting 
behavior of the Shaplro-Wllk statistic and related statistics, based on 
regression residuals. 
We begin by considering the univariate model. Let F^ (x) for 
x e R denote the empirical distribution function based on 
m^ J^  (v^  - v) for t • 1, n , (4.56) 
and let F^ (x) for x e R denote the empirical distribution function 
based on 
 ^ly A " 
8y^ 2(v^  - v) for t - 1, ..., n . (4.57) 
Notice that this notation differs from that of (4.1)-(4.2) that was used 
In earlier sections of this chapter. This Is because we need to look at 
distributions on the entire real line Instead of on [0, 1] as was done 
earlier. 
We consider L-statlstcs of the form, 
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where for i«l, ..., n , is the 1-th order statistic based on a 
sample of size n . The a .'s are fixed constants which are allowed 
n>i 
to depend on 1 and n . The expression In (4.58) Is Inconvenient to 
work with, since we don't know much about the 's . We would prefer 
to write (4.58) as a function of since we know more about the 
limiting behavior of F^  . Thus, define the function J^ (u) for 
u e [0, 1] as follows. 
J (u) - a . for n ^ (1 - 1) < u < n ^ 1 , (4.59) 
n n, 1 
for 1 • 1, ..., n and let J^ (l) "  ^• Thus we can write (4.58) 
as. 
1 
T(F^ ; J^ ) = / F^ (^u)J^ (u)du , (4.60) 
0 
where we define F ^  for an arbitrary distribution function P on the 
real line by. 
F~^ (u) " lnf{x: F(x) > u} , (4.61) 
for u e (0, 1) . We Introduce the notation T(F^ ; J^ ) for convenience 
and to emphasize that the L-statlstlc of (4.58) Is completely determined 
by the function , and Is a functional of the distribution function 
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. We are now ready to prove the following theorem about the limiting 
behavior of T(F^ ; J^ ) . 
Theorem 4.1» Let the sequence of functions satisfy the 
following two conditions. 
I) uniformly Integrable on [0, 1] , 
II) for 6 e (0, Vo ) > sup sup |j (u)| < « . 
n 6<u<l-6 
Then T(F^ ; J^ ) and T(F^ ; J^ ) are well defined for all n and, 
J^ ) - T(F„, J^ )| - o (» , 
as n+o» . 
Proof. First note that by Holder's Inequality, 
/ |F%l(u)Jn(u)|du < { / [F%l(u)]2du}^ {^ / j2(u)du}^ ''2 . (4.62) 
0 0 0 
But, 
1 » 
/ [F (u)j2du - / x^ dF (x) < 1 for all n , (4.63) 
0 —00 
since F^  Is based on the standardized variables In (4.56). Also, 
uniformly Integrablllty gives 
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1 
sup / j2(u)du < " . (4.64) 
n 0 " 
Thus T(F^ ; J^ ) Is well defined for all n . Now 
1 " 
/ [F (u)]2du » / x^ dF (x) < 1 for all n , (4.65) 
0 -00 
because F Is based on (4.57). It follows that T(F ; J ) is also 
u n n 
well defined for all n . 
Let e > 0 be given, and let 6 e (0, V2 ) be a number to be 
chosen later. Then 
|l(F„i J„) - T(F^ J J_,)| < / |j„(»)||p;'(u) - F;'(u)|du , 
- / |jo(")||P;'(u) - p;'(u)|du 
0 
+ / |j^ (U)||F;;^ (U) - F;i(u)|du 
+ / I Jj^ (u) I |f^ (^U) - F^ (^u)|du . (4.66) 
1-6 
We consider the three terms to the right of the equality. Note that, 
/ " F"^ (u)ldu < {sup |j (u)j} / |f~^ (u) - F"^ (u)|du 
6 * ° ° 6<u<l-6 " g 
1 
< M. / |p"^ (u) - F"^ (u)|du , (4.67) 
0 Q ' n n I 
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where. 
M. - sup sup lj (u)| 
n 64i<l-6 
and Mg Is finite by assumption. Furthermore, 
 ^ . „-l, / |f~ (u) - f~ (u)jdu - / |Fj^ (x) - f^ (x)|dx , (4.68) 
0  —» 
since both expressions are the area between F^  and F^  . Also 
7 r I r I / |f^ (x) - F^ (x)|dx - f jF^ x^) - F^ (x)|dx , (4.69) 
-n% 
since F^  and F^  are based on the standardized variables of (4.56) 
and (4.57). We can also write, 
nVz 
/ |Fjj(x) - F^ (x)|dx < 2n /^2 hf  ^- , (4.70) 
"A 
where. 
«F - F n - sup F (x) - F (x) . 
" " xsR ' " ° ' 
Thus, 
1-5 
/ |j^ (u)||fJ[^ (u) - F~^ (u)|du < 2Mgn^  ^IF^  - F^ ll . (4.71) 
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The second term of (4.66) satisfies 
/ |J (U)| |f^(U) -  f (^u)|du < { / j2(u)du} ^  / if ^(u) - f (^u)|2du} ^  . 
q i u i i h  n  '  q H  q I i i  i i  •  
(4.72) 
Define, 
6 
Lg • sup / j2(u)du , (4.73) 
n 0 
and note that 
/ |F~^ (u) - F ^ (u)|2du < / (F ^ (u) - F^ (u)|2du , (4.74) 
q i u  h '  q i h  h '  
1 ., 1 
< 2 / [F_l(u)]2du + 2 / [F„\u)]2du , 
0 0 
< 4 , 
where the second step follows from the C^ -lnequallty, and the last step 
follows from (4.63) and (4.65). Thus we can bound the left hand side of 
(4.72) by 
Likewise we can bound the third term of (4.66) by 
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/ |j^ (u)||f^ (^u) - F^ (^u)|du < 2Ug^ , (4.76) 
1-6 
where 
1 
U, = sup / j2(u)du . (4.77) 
® n 1-6 " 
Combining (4.66)-(4.77) we obtain. 
|l(F|,i J„) - I(F„i J,)| < 2{Mjn'''2 IF^  - P„1 + + Oj'î ) . (4.78) 
By the uniform integrablllty assumption we can choose 6^  e (0, V2 ) 
such that. 
2(L^  ^+ u!^ ) < G , (4.79) 
and we have < » . Thus, 
G 
|T(F ;  J ) - T(F ;  J )| < 2M. N^ I1F„ -  F„ll + e . (4.80) I n n n n I o n n 
Now by Corollary 3.2 we have that. 
pllm |T(F„; j ) - T(F„; J )| < e . (4.81) 
* _ 1 n n n n ' 
n-H» 
But since e > 0 was arbitrary, this implies that 
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|l(^„î J„) - I(F„; J^)| - Op(l) . D 
We next look at some specific examples of goodness-of-flt tests 
which are functions of L-statlstlcs of the form (4.58). The first 
exanyle Is D'Agostlno's statistic, which Is defined by (4.58) with 
a .'s given by, 
n, 1 
a„ . - n"Ml - (0.5) (n + 1)] , (4.82) 
n,i 
for 1*1, ..., n . D'Agostlno (1971) proposed this statistic, and 
showed that It compared favorably with the Shaplro-Wllk statistic (to be 
described later). D'Agostlno (1971) also showed that with defined 
by (4.59) In terms of the a .'s of (4.82), then 
n,i 
T(F^ ; J^ ) —> (2tt^ ''2)~1 . (4.83) 
The sequence clearly satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1, so 
the theorem holds. 
We next present the statistic of Shapiro and Wllk (1965), and 
statistics closely related to It. The Shaplro-Wllk statistic Is 
t2(F ; J ) where the a ,'s , which define the {J , sequence, are 
n u t111. u R™ i 
the normalized "best linear unbiased" coefficients tabulated In Sarhan 
and Greenberg (1956). Shapiro and Francla (1972) modified the Shaplro-
Wllk statistic by using a .'s which are the normalized expected 
n,i 
values of the standard normal order statistics based on a sample of 
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size n . In practice the a .'s are often replaced by approximations 
n,i 
to the expected order statistics. The Blom estimates are. 
a . - #[(n + VA) ^ (1 - 3/8)J 
n,i (4.84) 
The Tukey estimates are, 
a , - $[(n + 1/3)"^ (1 - 1/3)] . (4.85) 
n,i 
The van der Waerden estimates are, 
a . - $[(n + 1) ^ 1] . (4.86) 
n,i 
All of the definitions for the a .'s given above produce 
n,i 
sequences which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1, so the 
theorem holds. In particular It Is well known that. 
T2(F^ ; J^ ) 1 , (4.87) 
under any of the definitions of the a .'s above. Thus we know that, 
n> 1 
T2(F^ ; J^ ) -^ > 1 . (4.88) 
The Shaplro-Wllk statlstc Is a powerful and popular test of 
normality and Its distribution, based on lid samples from a normal 
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distribution, has been tabled for various values of n . Even though 
(4.88) Is of Interest, It does not tell us how well the actual 
distribution of T^ (F^ ; J^ ) Is approximated by those tabled values. 
This becomes even more Interesting when we note that, 
n^ /2 [T2(F^ ; J^ ) - 1] -^ > 0 , (4.89) 
while, 
n[T2(F ; J ) - c„] —> S - 1) , (4.90) 
n n n % 
where Is an lid sequence of N(0, 1) random variables, and 
^^ n^ n"l  ^sequence of positive constants such that c^  - o(log n) . 
See Gregory (1977), de Wet and Venter (1972), and van der Watt (1969). 
We will examine this question more closely In Chapter Six where we 
examine the results of some Monte Carlo experiments. 
We have concentrated on the univariate model, but the results 
generalize Immediately to the multivariate model by applying Corollaries 
3.5 and 3.6. 
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V. TESTS FOR AUTOCORRELATION, OUTLIERS, AND HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE 
In the previous chapter we looked at ways of assessing the 
assumption of distributional normality based on measurement error 
regression residuals. In this chapter we examine other ways of using 
the regression residuals to check the assumptions of the model. 
A. Tests for Autocorrelation 
We begin by considering the univariate model, 
for t « 1, ..., n , under the assumptions given in Section l.B. Fuller 
(1986) recommends plotting the v^ 's across time to assess the model 
assumptions. In particular, such a plot should show no autocorrela­
tion. To test the hypothesis that the v^ 's have zero autocorrelation, 
we show below that we can regress the v^ 's against lagged values of 
the v^ 's and test for zero coefficients in the regression. 
For convenience we examine the case of regressing v^  against the 
first p-lags. It will be clear that the procedure generalizes to other 
situations including non-consecutive lags. First, define 
4. t " (^ t-l' V2 Vp^ ' • (5-1) 
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for t = p+1, n . Then the regression coefficient of on , 
with an Intercept In the model Is given by 
J - ( E (W - W)(W - Z (W. - W)v , (5.2) 
~ t-p+1 t-p+1 
where 
W . (n - p) Ï Wj. . 
t-p 
From Chapter Two we can write, 
(Vj. - v) = (Vj. - v)(l + a^ ) + (*j. - x)B^  , (5.3) 
where a - 0 (n~ ^  ) , and B Is a 1 x k random vector such that 
n p n 
• Op(n 2) , The expression holds for the lagged values and, also, 
for deviations from the mean when the mean v Is calculated over only 
(n - p) of the observations for p fixed. For example, expression 
(5.3) holds for 
I't-J - '(-J)' • 'Vj - '(-J)'" + V + I'M - • ».4) 
where 
- _i a 
v,_,\ - (n - p) 2 V for j - 1, ..., p , 
 ^J ' t-p+1  ^
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with the analogous definition for and • First we examine 
expressions of the form, 
•_1  ^ A A ~ 
n~ z [v j - Vr .x](v - v) for j - 1, p , (5.5) 
t-p+1  ^  ^J' 
where 
.-1 " V • (n - p) E V 
t»p+l 
We can write, 
Si» 'Vj • - j, «1 • 
where the M^ 's are given below. 
n 
Mj - (1 + a^ Z^n" 2 [v._, - \](v» - v) , (5.7) 
t.^ 1 "'-j " 'M)"': " • 
*2 - (' + 'a»""' 'Vj - • 
Mj - (1 + a„)n-l (v^  - . 
-1  "  
(5.6) 
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•• ••1 
By Lemma 3.2 and Holder's Inequality we have • Op(n ) , and 
the Independence of and the x^ 's gives = o^ Cn 2^) , 
Mg - Op(n 2^ ) , Also, 
n _ 1/ 
M. - n~ Z V .V + o (n 2) , (5.8) 
t"p+l "  ^
Combining this together we have 
X - + °p("" ) ' (5-9) 
where, 
*t " (^ t-l Vp^ ' ' 
and we have used 
(n - p)"l E (Wj. - W)(W^  - W)' - a I + 0 (n" ) . (5.10) 
t-p+1 
Thus, it follows from Theorem 8.2.1 of Fuller (1976) that 
n^^2j-ih> n(0, ip) . (5.11) 
-1/ 
Since " Op(n 2) , and because of expression (5.10), the 
A " 
residual mean square from the regression of v^  on equals 
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n 
(n - p) E (v - v)2 + o (1) , (5.12) 
t»p+l 
which converges to . 
Expressions (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12) Imply that the regression 
"t-tests" and "F-tests" for the elements of % converge to N(0, 1) 
and chl-squared random variables respectively. Thus, In large samples, 
such tests can be used to test the hypothesis of zero autocorrelation of 
the v^ 's . 
B. Tests for Outliers 
We consider the univariate model, 
*t - *tS + ®t . =t " =t + "t ' 
for t - 1, ..., n ,under the assumptions given In Section B of Chapter 
One. In practice, some of the regression residuals may be of large 
absolute value. This may indicate a defect In the model, or that an 
error was made in recording an observation. Thus, it is useful to have 
a test on residuals for outliers. We construct an outlier test based on 
the regression residual with the largest absolute deviation. 
From Chapter Two we know that the standardized residuals can be 
written as 
(Vj. - v) - m~^ 2^ (v^  - v)(l + a^ ) + (x^  - %)B^  , (5.13) 
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for t • 1, n , where - o^ Cn  ^) and is a 1 x k random 
vector such that » O^ Cn )^ . Thus we can write, 
2^ (v - v) - m 2^ (v - v)| < I m /2 (v. - v)a_| (5.14) 
'®vv "'t " w "'t "'I'lvv "^t "~n 
+ |(=t - ')»nl • 
and further write, 
-V,,.: -V, max 
l<t<a 
®vv ^  (^ t -  ^ I » (5.15) 
< max jm^ "^  (v^  - v)a^ | + max | (x^ . - x)B^ ( . 
l<t<n l<t<n 
Since the v^ 's are lid N(0, o^ ) with >0 we know that 
max [v^ l • 0 [(log n) 2^ ] . (5.16) 
l<t<n  ^
Therefore 
max |m^  ^(v^  - v)a^ { - o [(n~^  log n) . (5,17) 
l<t<n 
To examine the behavior of 
I** •• J (*!• ~ *)'n l<t<n 
I l l  
we need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 5.1. Let be a sequence of real numbers such that 
-1 ^ 
n S a, + A < «» . Then 
1-1 
max a. • o(n) . 
i<l<n 
n 
Proof. Define S_ • Z a, . By assumption 
1-1 ^ 
n - (n - 1) , + 0 as n+w . 
n n-1 
But, 
n"^ Sn - (n - l)"^ S^ _j - n"^ [a^  - (n - l)"^ S^ _j] , 
which Implies that n ^ a^  + 0 . This also Implies that n ^ [a^ j + 0 . 
—11 I Let s > 0 be given, then there exists an such that n |a^ | < c 
for all n > . This Implies that m j^a^ j < e for all 
m > n > N . Now choose N, such that N, ^ max la. I < e . Thus 
-1 , 
n max a. < e for all n > N. . Since e > 0 was arbitrary, the 
KKn  ^  ^
proof Is complete. • 
Lemma 5.2. Let be a sequence of real numbers such that 
"1  ^
n r b? + B < » . Then 
1-1 ^ 
max jbj^  - b^ j - o(n ^  ) , 
KKn 
- -1 
where b •» n E b. . 
" 1-1  ^
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n 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 we know that max bf = o(n) , which implies 
l<i<n 
that max jb^ j = o(n ^  ) . Note that. 
max lb, - b I < max lb.I + lb_l . 
KKn' ^ l<i<n' 
The result now follows since 
lb I < {n ^  E b^ } ^2 . 0(1) . • 
' i-l " 
By Theorem 2.1 we know that 
-1 
n 
E 
t-1 *t*t ^2 ~nn 
â» S • 
By applying Lemma 5.2 we get 
i** " I l/i X . - X. - o(n '2) a.s., l<t<n "  ^
for i - 1 k. This implies that 
max l(x - x)B I - o (1) . 
l<t<n  ^ ni p 
Thus, 
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max 
l<t<n 
- v) - - v)| - Op(l) 
Now we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. Let , {b^ be two sequences of real 
numbers. Then, 
max la.I - max lb,11 < max la, - b, 
l<i<n l<l<n  ^ l<l<n 
Proof. We can write. 
®ll " l\ + (^1 - bi)| < |b^| + |a^ - b^l , 
which gives. 
max a, < max b, + max a, - b, . 
KKn l<l«n l<l<n 
Reversing the roles of a^  and b^  yields the desired result. • 
Now we can apply the order In probability result equivalent to 
Lemma 5.3 to expression (5.14) to obtain, 
I"®* - v)| - max (v - v)|| - o (1) . (5. 
l<t<n  ^ l<t<n  ^ " P 
From the theory of order statistics It Is known that the random 
variable, 
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(2 log n) ^^2 [max (v^  - v)| - c^ ] , (5.19) 
l<t<n 
converges to a particular extreme value distribution where, 
c^  - (2 log n) ^2 - (0.5)(2 log n) ^  (log log n + log 4^ ) . 
See David (1981). The result in (5.18) Is not strong enough to Imply 
that, 
(2 log n) ^  [max (\ - v)| - c^ ] , (5.20) 
1 <t <n 
has the same limiting distribution as In (5.19). Expression (5.20) 
would hold If the x^ 's satisfied a slightly stronger moment condition 
namely. 
n ^  E l*tll^ ^^  " 0(1) a«s. for some 6 > 0 
t-1 
for 1"1, ...,k . In this case the o^ (l) remainder In (5.18) could 
be replaced by Op(n ^ ) where \ « 6(4 + 26) ^ . We summarize these 
results In the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let the univariate model of Chapter One hold. Then 
expression (5.18) holds. If In addition 
n  ^  Z  | x  , •  0 ( 1 )  a . s .  f o r  s o m e  6  >  0  
t-1 
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for 1 - 1, .k , then the random variable of (5.20) has the same 
limiting distribution as the random variable of (5.19). 
Percentage points for the distribution of the random variable, 
(n - 1)"max |m"J^ (v - v)| , (5.21) 
l<t<n 
often called the maximum normed residual, have been tabulated by 
Stefansky (1972). We reproduce a version of these tables in Table 10.4 
of Appendix B. Our results above indicated that in large samples we can 
use these tables to approximate the distribution of the random variable, 
(n - k)~^ 2^inax |s" (v - v)| . (5.22) 
l<t<n  ^
This gives us an approximate outlier test for residuals from measurement 
error regressions, for use in large samples. 
The adequacy of the approximation to the distribution of the random 
variable in (5.22) depends on many factors, but clearly one of the most 
important is the behavior of the 's . If the 's vary greatly 
about their mean then we would expect the rate of convergence in (5.18) 
to be very slow. On the other hand, if the x^ 's are bounded then the 
remainder in (5.18) is Op[(n ^ log n) ^2 ] , This should be considered 
when judging the adequacy of the distributional approximation for 
(5.22). 
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C. Tests for Homogeneity of Variance 
We begin by considering the univariate model, 
"t 
for t - 1, n , where we have separated the Intercept term from the 
other regression variables In and Is a 1 x(k-l) vector. 
We assume that a •> m a.s., where a Is a positive definite 
XX XX XX 
matrix. The other model assumptions remain the same. 
Fuller (1986) recommends plotting v^  against the elements of the 
vector x^  . This Is analogous to plotting the residuals against 
Independent variables In the usual regression setting. Since the v^ 's 
are converging to the v^ 's , and the x^  's are converging to the 
x^ 's , the plots should behave approximately like the theoretical plots 
of V{. against x^  . In particular, the Independence of v^ . and x^  
Implies that the v 's should have zero mean and common variance for 
all x^  . 
In the usual regression setting, a test for homogeneity of variance 
can be constructed by regressing the squared residuals against the 
Independent variables and an Intercept, and testing for zero coeffi­
cients. This Is closely related to a statistic commonly attributed to 
Anscombe (1961). The limiting distribution of Anscombe's statistic was 
investigated by Blckel (1978) under a general linear model with bounded 
mean function. Blckel noted that Anscombe's statistic is closely 
related to the locally best test of homogeneity of variance, under the 
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normal model, versus a particular class of alternatives. We show below 
that the regression of (v^  - v)2 on yields a test of homogeneity 
of variance for the v^ 's. 
From Chapter Two we know that we can write, 
(Vj. - v) = (Vj. - v)(l + a^ ) + (x^  - x)B^  , (5.23) 
for t«l, n , where a^  • Op(n  ^) and Is a (k - 1) x 1 
random vector such that • O^ Cn  ^) . We can also write. 
(Xj. - x) = (x^  - + Cj) + (Vj. - v)d^  , (5.24) 
for t • 1, ..., n where Is a random (k - 1) x (k - 1) matrix, 
- Op(n  ^ Is a 1 x (k - 1) random vector, and 
n^ " ) • 
Let If be the regression coefficient vector from the regression of 
(v^  - v)2 on Xj. with an Intercept. Then, 
n 
Y - m^ {^(n - 1)"^  r (x - x)'(v - v)2} . (5.25) 
XX C_1 c 
Noting that 
(Vj. - v)2 m (v^  - v)2(l + a^ )2 + [(x^  - x)B^ ]2 (5.26) 
+ 2(1 + a^ )(v^  - v)(x^  - x)B^  , 
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we can write, 
(n - 1)"1 r (x. - %)'(v. - v)2 - I H. , (5.27) 
t-1 1=1 
where 
.-1 * Mj - (1 + a^ )2d;!^ (n - 1) Z (Vj. - v)3 , (5.28) 
- 2(1 + a^ )d^ (n - 1)~^  ï (v^  - v)2(x^  - x)B^  , 
Mj - d^ (n - 1)~^  î (v^  - v)[(Xj. - , 
t"l 
n 
Z
t-1 
n 
t-1 
n 
- (1 + a^ )2(I^ _^  + C^ )(n - 1)"^  (v^ . - v)2(x^  - x) ' , 
.-1 " 
 ^" (^ -1 + C„)(n - 1) ' 
- 2(1 + a^ )(I^ .j + C^ )(n - 1)-1 (v^  - v)(x^  - x)'(x^ . - x)B^  
The behavior of the first five of the is described by the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 
all o (n 2^ ) and 
P 
5.4. Under our assumptions , and are 
—1  ^ " _ 1/ 
M, - n E (x - x) 'v2 + o (n 2 ) , 
 ^ t-1 c CP 
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Proof. That • o^ Cn  ^) follows from the fact that 
E{v3} • 0 under normality. For , note that 
|H,| < 2|l + a 11d'I max (v - v)2(n - 1)"^  E |(x - z)B I , (5.29) 
 ^ nil ni  ^ t=l = 
where |*| of a vector Is defined to be elementwlse absolute value In 
comparison. By normality. 
max (v - v)2 » 0 (log n) , (5.30) 
l<t<n P 
and, by Lemma 3.2, 
(n - 1)"1 r |(%^  - x)B^ | - Op(n" ) . (5.31) 
Thus, = 0 (n ^  log n) and the result follows. For note that. 
 ^ |('t - ' ^^ .32) 
By normality, 
max 
l<t<n 
Kt " • Op[(log n) , (5.33) 
and by Lemma 3.2, 
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(n - 1)"^  2 |(x^  - x)B^ { 2 m Op(n"b . (5.34) 
••3 ly 
Thus, Hj » Op[(n" log n) 2] and the result follows. For we can 
write 
\^\ < K-1 + - =|(* - 1)"^  |('t - *^ ®nl^  ' (5-35) 
where the "max" expression Is meant to mean the elementwlse maximum. By 
expression (5.32) and Lemma 5.2 It follows that = Op(n  ^) . 
For , we note that 
(n - 1)~^  Z (x - x)'(v - v)2 - (n - 1)"^  E (x - x)'v2 - 2v»" . 
t-1 t t t-1 c c XV 
(5.36) 
The result for now follows from the fact that = 0^ (1) . • 
In order to deal with the term of expression (5.28) we need 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. Let be a sequence of uncorrelated (0, a^ ) 
random variables Independent of the sequence of random variables 
OB -1 " n {w.}? , . Let n~ Z w. + L < " a.s. and n r w. » 0(1) 
 ^ 1-1  ^ 1-1 1 
a.s. Then 
-1 " 
n~ E w.Z. - o (1) . 
1-1 P 
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00 -1 " 
Proof. Fix a sequence {w.}. , such that n Z w. + L and 
n  ^ i-1 
n Z w. » 0(1) . Then conditional on that sequence 
i-1  ^
« R • 1  ^  ^
E{n Z w.Z.} • 0 , and V{n Z w.Z,} = a^ n E wj , 
i-1 i-1 i-1 
for all n . Note that, 
-2 I , , r_-l : !.. I,_-1 
n E w? < {n E w. }n max w. , 
i-1 i-1 l<i<n 
Thus by Lemma 5.1 
-1 " V{n E w.Z,} +0 as n+o, . 
i-1 
Since the sequence occurs with probability one, the result 
follows. • 
The expression for can be written 
1^-2(1 + H- , (5.37) 
where. 
•^v^ '^^ ij = (* - 1)"^  (^ t - T^ (*ti - =i)(*tj - *j) ' <5.38) 
Our goal is to show that m "" - o (1) , which would imply that 
vxx p 
!L - o (n  ^) . We will show that (m - o (1) for each (i, j) 
0 p VXX Xj p 
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pair. For a given (1, j) pair define, 
t^lj " (Xci - Xi)(=cj -*j) , (5-39) 
for t"l, n . The t*tlj^ t-l satisfy the conditions of Lemma 
5.4 since m' ' m"" «m + E a.s. and 
XX XX XX ~nTl 
which Is bounded almost surely. It follows that 
-1 " (n - 1) Z w ..V o (1) . (5.40) 
t-1  ^ P 
Since 
v(n - 1)"^  2 (x^ i - *£)(*(.j - Xj) - Op(n" ^  ) , 
It follows that " Op(l) and " o^ Cn  ^) . 
Now we return to the regression coefficient of expression 
(5.25). Using Lemma 5.4 we can write. 
X - E (Xj. - x)'v2} + Op(n" ^  ) , (5.41) 
where we have used the fact that. 
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_-L . (5.42) 
XX XX 
Fix a sequence , such that a"" + m"" . Such a sequence occurs 
u t"l XX XX 
k—1 
with probability one. Let A e R , where X * 0 , be given. Let 
t-i 
where 
=n.t - ' (5.43) 
k-1 k-1 .. T. 
" Z Z X.m..(x . -  X . )  ,  
1-1 j-1 1 J J  ^
and we have defined m,. " (•"^ ). for notatlonal convenience. Now 
Ij XX Ij 
I 1 
" Jl =2.: - <*e - - *>'•;» • 
* • 
Also 
k-1 k-1 
max 
l<t<n 
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Thus, by Lemma 5.2, 
max Ic I - o(n ^ ) . 
l<t<n 
Now we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.5. Let be an lid sequence of random variables 
with E{e,} - 0 and V{e,} • . Let {c ; 1 < t < n, n > 1} be a 
_1 n 
triangular array of real numbers such that n Z c^  + 0% < » where 
V t-i 
Cf > 0 , and max c • o(n 2) . Then, 
l<t<n' 
n  ^E c e N(0, a^ C^ ) . 
t-1 D'C c 
-1 " Proof. Let e > 0 be given, and define s^  • a^ n E c^  _ . 
n 
Then 
s"^ n""^  S c^  E{e2; |e| > es n^ 2|c ^  1} (5.44) 
n n,t II n I n^ ci 
< E{e2; |e| > e s (n ^max Ic 1)"^} . 
' " l<t<n "'C' 
By assumption, 
e s (n ^2max Ic _|) ^  + » as n+« . 
" l<t<n' 
Because the e^ 's are lid with finite variance, the right hand side of 
(5.44) converges to zero as n+«» . Thus the triangular array 
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{n~ ^ 2^ 1 < t <n, n > 1} satisfies the conditions of the 
Lindeberg central limit theorem, which implies that 
s ^ n  ^Z c e -^ > N(0, 1) , 
n t-1 ' 
which implies that 
n"^  S c„ . e. N(0, a^ C^ ) . • 
t-1 : 
Since the c 's given in (5.43) satsify the conditions of Lemma 
n, t 
5.5, and since V{v|} • 2o^  it follows that 
T,(i) —> «0. • <S-*S) 
Since (5.45) holds for an arbitrary non-null X , we know, by the 
•• 00 
Cramer-Wald device that conditional on , 
„V2j_L.> N(0, 2a2^ ^^ ) . (5.46) 
But since this limiting distribution is attained for almost all 
** 00 
sequences t*(.^ t«l ' implies that, 
„V2^_L_> N(0, , (5.47) 
unconditionally as well. 
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Our goal is to show that the regression "t-tests" and "F-tests" for 
the elements of Y converge to N(0, 1) and chl-square random 
variables, respectively. The proof will be complete if we can show that 
the residual mean square from the regression of (v^  - v)2 on and 
an intercept converges to . Since 0 , it is enough to 
show that. 
n ^  Z [(Vj. - v)2 - s^ ]2 —2-> 2a2^  , (5.48) 
or equlvalently. 
 ^  ^^ _ p 
n E [s^ (Vj. - v)2 - 1]2 > 2 , 
P 
since s > a . By the results of Chapter Two we can write, WW
®w^ t^ " " °w^ \ ~ + [(*^  - z)B^ ] 2 (5.49) 
+ 2(1 + a^ )m^ /^2 (v^  - v)(x^  - x)B^  , 
where a • o (n )^ , and B is a (k - l)xl random vector such 
n p n 
that B " 0 (n  ^) . Now we can write. 
n p 
n"^  E [s^ (v -v)2-l]2» 2 M'-n^ k, (5.50) 
t-1  ^ 1-1 
where, 
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n 
MJ - (1 + a^ )'»m^ n E (v^  - v)^  , (5.51) 
- 2(1 + ajj)2m^ n~^  E (v^  - v)2[(x^  - x)B^ ] 2 , 
t""l 
- 4(1 + ajj)3nry^ n"^  E (v^  - v)3(%^  - x)B^  , 
= n~^  E ((*,.- *)"„]'* » 
 ^ t-1 c 
- 4(1 + a^ )m^ '^'2n"^  E (v^  - v)[(x^  - %)B^ ] 3 , 
M* - 4(1 + a )2nr^ n~^  E (v - v)2[(x - x)B ]2 , 
o c n t"l 
By Lemma 3.2, and the fact that 
max |v - vl* - 0 [(log , (5.52) 
l<t<n  ^ P 
for V > 1 we have that , and Mg are all 
Op(l) . By the properties of the normal distribution. 
m^ n^ ^  E (v^  - v)4 —^ > 2 . 
Thus expression (5.48) Is true. We summarize our results In the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Let the univariate model of Chapter One hold. Then 
the regression "t-statlstlcs" and "F-statlstlcs" from the regression of 
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(v^  - v)2 on Xj. and an Intercept converge to N(0, 1) and chl-square 
random variables, respectively. 
We have concentrated on the univariate model, but we can also test 
for homogeneity of variance In the multivariate case. We write the 
model as, 
Tt - So + »têl + «t . =t - =t + "t ' 
for t " 1, ..., n , where the Intercept term Is separated from the 
other regression variables as was done above In the univariate case. 
The residual vector Is defined by 
'e • ^  i - *tii • »•"' 
for t"l, ..., n , where - (v^ ,^ ...» v^ )^ . The same proof used 
In the univariate case can be used to show that for 1 • 1 r we 
can regress (v^  ^- v^ )2 on and the "t-tests" and "F-tests" will 
be valid In large samples. It may also be of Interest to regress the 
"cross-product" terms (v^  ^- - Vj) on x^  . If we call the 
regression vector , then we have. 
where we have used the notation. 
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\vij = > (5.55) 
for 1,j G {1, r} . It is also true that the residual mean square 
from the regression converges to. 
"Jvlj + "«vii'v.jj • 
Thus the regression "t-tests" and "F-tests" work In this case as well. 
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VI. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
In the previous chapters we described several diagnostic procedures 
that can be used to check the assumptions of the multivariate errors-ln-
variables regression model. We have examined the limiting behavior of 
these procedures to justify their use in large samples. In practice it 
Is important to know how well these asymptotic results hold in moderate 
or small samples. In this chapter we explore this question by analyzing 
two actual data sets, and by conducting some Monte Carlo studies based 
on the data sets. 
A. Role Performance Data 
In this section we consider some data studied by Warren, White and 
Fuller (1974) and also analyzed in Fuller (1986). In the original study 
the responses of 98 managers of Iowa farmer cooperatives were analyzed, 
but, following Example 2.2.1 of Fuller (1986), we will analyze a subset 
of the original data containing 55 observations. The postulated model 
is 
4 
t^ " *ti®l + 9^  , (6.1) 
Tt " ft + *t ' 
t^i " *tl "*• "ti 1 - 1, .... 4 , 
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where is the role performance of the t-th manager, Is 
knowledge of the economic phases of management, x^ 2 value 
orientation, is role satisfaction and is past training. For 
a more detailed description of the variables see the references listed 
above. The data are presented in Table 6.1. The random variable q^ . 
represents a random equation error brought about by the failure of the 
linear relationship to hold exactly. It is assumed that 
q^  ~ N(0, Oqq) . The random vector = (w^ , u^ ,^ ..., u^ )^' of 
measurement errors is assumed to satisfy ~ NI(0, and be 
independent of q^  . For this example, we consider t*t^ t"l & 
sequence of fixed vectors. 
Using replicated determinations on the same individuals an estimate 
S of E was calculated to be, 
aa ~aa 
- diag(0.0037, 0.0203, 0.0438, 0.0180, 0.0) . (6.2) 
We assume that past training, which is defined to be the total years of 
formal schooling divided by six, is measured without error. The other 
variables contain errors in measurement. Depending on the particular 
variable, these measurement errors account for between 20% and 40% of 
the total variation in the observed responses. 
Estimation procedures for the parameters of this model are given in 
Fuller (1980) and the references given above. We follow the procedure 
of Example 2.2.1 of Fuller (1986), but do not go into the details 
here. We define v^  to be 
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Table 6.1. Data from role performance study (Fuller, 1986) 
Value Role Past Role 
Observation Knowledge orientation satisfaction training performance 
1 1.193 2.656 2.333 2.000 -0.054 
2 1.654 3.300 2.320 2.000 0.376 
3 1.193 2.489 2.737 2.000 0.072 
4 1.077 2.478 2.203 2.000 -0.150 
5 1.539 2.822 2.840 2.000 0.171 
6 1.385 3.000 2.373 2.000 0.042 
7 1.462 3.111 2.497 2.667 0.188 
8 1.385 2.545 2.617 2.167 -0.052 
9 1.539 2.556 2.997 2.000 0.310 
10 1.654 2.945 2.150 2.167 0.147 
11 1.462 2.778 2.227 1.833 0.005 
12 1.154 2.545 2.017 2.167 -0.088 
13 1.424 3.611 2.303 2.333 0.044 
14 1.116 2.956 2.517 2.333 -0.073 
15 1.270 2.856 1.770 2.333 0.224 
16 1.347 2.956 2.430 2.000 0.103 
17 1.116 2.545 2.043 2.000 -0.108 
18 1.077 3.356 2.410 2.000 -0.019 
19 1.423 3.211 2.150 2.000 -0.062 
20 0.923 2.556 2.180 2.000 -0.239 
21 1.385 2.589 2.490 2.000 -0.159 
22 1.270 2.900 1.920 2.333 0.069 
23 1.116 2.167 2.663 1.333 -0.118 
24 1.346 2.922 2.520 2.000 0.083 
25 0.846 1.711 3.150 1.500 -0.255 
26 1.077 2.556 2.297 2.000 -0.159 
27 1.231 3.567 2.307 2.167 0.014 
28 0.962 2.689 2.830 1.333 0.102 
29 1.500 2.978 2.737 2.000 0.109 
30 1.577 2.945 3.117 2.167 0.006 
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Table 6.1. (continued) 
Observation Knowledge 
Value 
orientation 
Role 
satisfaction 
Past 
training 
Role 
performance 
31 1.885 3.256 2.647 2.667 0.334 
32 1.231 2.956 2.217 1.667 -0.076 
33 1.808 2.811 2.327 2.000 -0.043 
34 1.039 2.733 2.447 , 2.000 -0.126 
35 1.385 2.400 2.347 2.167 -0.056 
36 1.846 2.944 2.410 2.000 0.203 
37 1.731 3.200 2.277 2.000 0.023 
38 1.500 2.911 2.577 2.000 0.047 
39 1.231 3.167 2.507 2.333 0.011 
40 1.346 3.322 2.653 2.500 0.153 
41 1.347 2.833 2.587 2.667 0.100 
42 1.154 2.967 3.140 2.000 -0.089 
43 0.923 2.700 2.557 1.833 0.007 
44 1.731 3.033 2.423 2.000 0.089 
45 1.808 2.911 2.793 2.000 0.182 
46 1.193 3.311 2.283 2.333 0.259 
47 1.308 2.245 2.210 2.000 0.007 
48 1.424 2.422 2.350 2.000 -0.015 
49 1.385 2.744 2.330 2.000 -0.023 
50 1.385 2.956 2.130 2.000 -0.150 
51 1.347 2.933 2.837 2.167 0.152 
52 1.539 3.411 2.600 2.167 0.377 
53 1.385 1.856 2.790 2.000 0.043 
54 1.654 3.089 2.500 2.000 0.184 
55 1.308 2.967 2.813 2.667 0.127 
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"t ' ^ - «0 - / *tl»l (6-3) 
1=1 
4 
- 't "t - jfj "ti®i 
for t " 1, ..., 55 . By assumption, the v^ 's are lid normal random 
variables. We also define , as usual, by 
Vt - - So -
IL 
for t - 1, 55 , and gg, 0^ , ..., 0^  are n 2-consistent 
estimators of gg, 0^ , 8^  . The definition of Is given In 
Section 2.2 of Fuller (1986). The standardized v^ 's and the 's 
are presented In Table 6.2. We next demonstrate our diagnostic 
procedures using these v^ 's and 's . 
Table 6.3 displays nine goodness-of-flt test statistics for 
normality based on the 55 values of v^  . As noted In the table, the 
EOF statistics were all calculated with the modification of Stephens 
(1974), and the significance levels are obtained from Table 10.1 of 
Appendix B. The choice of 11 Intervals for the chl-squared statistic 
was made to conform to the rule of thumb of forming intervals with 
expected cell counts of at least 5, and the significance level was 
obtained from Table 10.2 of Appendix B. These first six tests are all 
in close agreement. All tests are close to the five percent level, but 
do not indicate a large deviation from normality. The last three 
statistics in Table 6.3 are in close agreement, and also do not indicate 
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Table 6.2. Residuals and expected true values from the role 
performance data 
Observation 
*1 *2 *3 *4 
1 0.096 1.198 2.660 2.335 2.000 
2 1.679 1.755 3.391 2.349 2.000 
3 1.052 1.256 2.546 2.755 2.000 
4 -0.024 1.075 2.476 2.202 2.000 
5 0.255 1.554 2.836 2.844 2.000 
6 -0.167 1.374 2.990 2.370 2.000 
7 0.397 1.485 3.132 2.503 2.666 
8 -0.735 1.339 2.504 2.603 2.166 
9 1.737 1.644 2.650 3.027 2.000 
10 0.173 1.664 2.954 2.153 2.166 
11 -0.237 1.447 2.764 2.222 1.833 
12 0.344 1.174 2.563 2.022 2.166 
13 -1.164 1.352 3.547 2.282 2.333 
14 -0.559 1.081 2.924 2.506 2.333 
15 2.627 1.429 2.999 1.816 2.333 
16 0.522 1.378 2.984 2.439 2.000 
17 0.318 1.134 2.561 2.048 2.000 
18 -0.245 1.062 3.342 2.405 2.000 
19 -1.304 1.343 3.139 2.126 2.000 
20 -0.421 0.897 2.532 2.172 2.000 
21 -1.587 1.287 2.501 2.461 2.000 
22 0.969 1.328 2.953 1.937 2.333 
23 0.317 1.134 2.184 2.668 1.333 
24 0.287 1.363 2.937 2.525 2.000 
25 -0.023 0.844 1.709 3.149 1.500 
26 -0.316 1.057 2.538 2.291 2.000 
27 -0.687 1.189 3.529 2.294 2.166 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
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(continued) 
-1/," 
8 4v x,  x-  x-  x,  
vv 1 2 3^ 4 
1.961 1.080 2.796 2.864 1.333 
-0.292 1.482 2.961 2.731 2.000 
-1.928 1.459 2.838 3.082 2.166 
-0.010 1.883 3.255 2.646 2.666 
-0.397 1.206 2.933 2.209 1.666 
-2.039 1.683 2.699 2.290 2.000 
-0.291 1.020 2.717 2.441 2.000 
-0.282 1.367 2.384 2.341 2.166 
-0.164 1.835 2.935 2.407 2.000 
-1.655 1.629 3.109 2.247 2.000 
-0.600 1.463 2.878 2.566 2.000 
-0.443 1.203 3.142 2.498 2.333 
0.055 1.349 3.325 2.654 2.500 
0.247 1.361 2.846 2.591 2.666 
-1.404 1.068 2.889 3.115 2.000 
1.307 1.002 2.771 2.579 1.833 
-0.976 1.671 2.979 2.405 2.000 
-0.602 1.770 2.878 2.782 2.000 
2.021 1.315 3.421 2.319 2.333 
0.978 1.367 2.298 2.227 2.000 
-0.003 1.423 2.422 2.349 2.000 
-0.371 1.362 2.724 2.323 2.000 
-1.619 1.286 2.866 2.101 2.000 
0.502 1.377 2.960 2.845 2.166 
1.550 1.632 3.496 2.627 2.166 
0.963 1.443 1.908 2.807 2.000 
-0.001 1.653 3.088 2.499 2.000 
0.194 1.319 2.977 2.816 2.666 
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Table 6.3. Goodness-of-fit tests 
role performance data 
based on residuals from i 
Test statistic Value Significance level^  
Kolmogorov-Smlrnov 0.879* .05 < p < .10 
Kuiper 1.514* .025 < p < .05 
Cramer von-Mlses 0.129* .025 < p < .05 
Watson 0.126* .025 < p < .05 
Anderson-Darling 0.713* .05 < p < .10 
Chi-squared 
(11 intervals) 14 .05 < p < .10 
Shaplro-Wllk 
(Blom estimates) 0.973 p > .10 
Skewness 0.302 p > .10 
Kurtosis 3.117 p > .10 
C^alculated with the modification of Stephens (1974). 
i^th respect to the theoretical distributions. 
rejection of normality. Hie significance levels for the skewness and 
kurtosis statistics were obtained by comparing their values to 
percentage points given in Table 34B and Table 34 of Tables for 
Statisticians and Blometrlcians by Pearson and Hartley (1954). The 
significance levels for the Shaplro-Wllk statistic were obtained from 
tables contained in Shapiro and Francla (1972). 
The outlier test based on the v^ 's yields, 
max is 2^v I - 2.627 . (6.5) 
l<t<55  ^  ^
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The largest residual Is associated with observation 15. The critical 
values In Table 10.4 of Appendix B are only given for n < 30 , but 
since critical values Increase with n It Is clear that the signifi­
cance level associated with the value In (6.5) Is greater than .05. 
Thus, the data conform to the behavior predicted under the normal model. 
We tested for first order autocorrelation based on the v^ 's by 
regressing the v^ 's on one lagged value and an Intercept. The F-
statlstlc for testing for a zero regression coefficient on the lagged 
value Is given by, 
F = 0.147 , (6.6) 
and Is approximately distributed as F^  ^. This value Is clearly not 
significant so there appears to be little autocorrelation In the v^ 's . 
This test was computed only for Illustration because there Is no natural 
ordering for the observations. 
We tested for homogeneity of variance by regressing v2 on 
*tl' *t2' *t3* *t4 an intercept. The F-statlstlc for testing that 
the regression coefficients on x^ ,^ x^ g, and x^  ^ are all zero Is 
given by, 
F - 0.950 , (6.7) 
4 
and is approximately distributed as F^ g . This value is clearly not 
significant so the model assumption of homogeneous error variance can be 
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retained. If the F-statlstlc In (6.7) had been larger we would have 
looked at the t-statlstlcs for the Individual regression coefficients, 
but there Is no need to examine them here. 
We have demonstrated the use of the diagnostic procedures on the 
role performance data, and found no reason to reject the assumptions of 
the model. We next present the results of a Monte Carlo study based on 
these data. 
The purpose of our Monte Carlo study Is to determine how well the 
asymptotic theory of earlier chapters performs In moderate to small 
sanq>les. In particular we will examine the performance of the 
procedures under the null hypothesis that model (1.6) of Chapter One 
holds with Gaussian errors. 
Our Monte Carlo study was conducted In order to simulate "an actual 
data set" as much as possible. By "actual data set" we mean a data set 
we might encounter In practice. In order to do this we simulated data 
In accordance with mode (6.1) and sample size n = 55 to match the role 
performance data. To be specific, at each stage of Monte Carlo 
replication we generated. 
y* - *0 + Xti^ i + 4* ' (*'*) 
Y* » y* + w* , 
*t " *tl "tl 1 - 1, ..., 4 , 
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for t = 1, 55 , where (6Q, êj, •••, 0^ ) were the estimates 
calculated from the original data, and for 1 • 1, 4 are the 
estimated true-x values given In Table 6.2 also based on the original 
data. In addition, q* for t - 1, ...,55 were N1(0, random 
variables where a Is an estimate of o based on the original qq qq 
data, and a* - (w*, u*^ , ..., u*^ )' for t » 1, ..., 55 were 
NI(0, random vectors Independent of the q*'s , where Is 
given In (6.2). At each stage we calculated. 
V* - Y* - 6* - E X*^ e* (6.9) 
for t - 1, ...,55 where (0*, ..., Sj) are the estimates based 
on the simulated data, and we also calculated x* . At each stage we 
calculated our test procedures based on (v*, z*) for t = 1, ..., 
55 . We also recorded 
4 
VÎ • qî + w* - 2 u*.8, (6.10) 
1-1 
and calculated some of the test procedures based on the v*'s In order 
to examine how closely the simulated residuals v* approximated the 
behavior of the simulated errors v* . We repeated this procedure for a 
total of 5000 Monte Carlo replications. 
Table 6.4 summarizes the results of the Monte Carlo study. The 
middle section of the table gives the percent of Monte Carlo samples for 
which a given test statistic fell beyond the .01, .05, .10, .90, .95 and 
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Table 6.4. Test procedures based on residuals from 5000 simulated data 
sets of size n = 55 
Percent beyond theoretical quantlles 
Statistic .01 .05 .10 .90 .95 .99 Corr.® 
Kolmogorov-
Smlrnov 
NC^  NC NC .0998 
(.0042) 
.0456 
(.0031) 
.0106 
(.0014) 
.350 
(.012) 
Kulper NC NC NC .1090 
(.0042) 
.0572 
(.0031) 
.0140 
(.0014) 
.339 
(.013) 
Cramer-
von Mises 
NC NC NC .0966 
(.0042) 
.0482 
(.0031) 
.0096 
(.0014) 
.468 
(.011) 
Watson NC NC NC .1016 
(.0042) 
.0526 
(.0031) 
.0112 
(.0014) 
.441 
(.011) 
Anderson-
Darling 
NC NC NC .1076 
(.0042) 
.0522 
(.0031) 
.0100 
(.0014) 
.501 
(.011) 
Chl-squared 
(11 Int.) 
NC NC NC .1082 
(.0042) 
.0584 
(.0031) 
.0130 
(.0014) 
.146 
(.014) 
Shaplro-Wllk 
(Blom est.) 
.0114 
(.0014) 
.0524 
(.0031) 
.0996 
(.0042) 
NC NC NC .6202 
(.0087) 
Skevmess .0086 
(.0014) 
.0458 
(.0031) 
NC NC .0506 
(.0031) 
.0110 
(.0014) 
.8276 
(.0045) 
Kurtosls .0082 
(.0014) 
.0514 
(.0031) 
NC NC .0508 
(.0031) 
.0106 
(.0014) 
.7703 
(.0058) 
Outlier NC NC NC .0946 
(.0042) 
.0512 
(.0031) 
.0106 
(.0014) 
.7136 
(.0069) 
Homogeneity NC NC NC .0902 
(.0042) 
.0438 
(.0031) 
.0092 
(.0014) 
NC 
Auto­
correlation 
NC NC NC .0866 
(.0042) 
.0406 
(.0031) 
.0080 
(.0014) 
NC 
T^he sample correlation between the statistic based on v* and the 
statistic based on v* from 5000 Monte Carlo samples. 
o^t calculated. 
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.99 critical points. These critical points are for the theoretical 
distributions described earlier. The numbers In parentheses are 
standard errors which were calculated from the usual binomial variance 
formula. The rlghthand column of Table 6.4 is the sample correlation 
between the statistic based on v* and the same statistic based on v* 
for the 5000 Monte Carlo samples. The numbers In parentheses under the 
correlations are standard errors calculated by the formula 
(5000)  ^(1 - p^ ) . The formula was derived under the assumption that 
the statistics based on v* and v* are distributed as a blvarlate 
normal random variable under the randomization Imposed by the Monte 
Carlo sampling. While the assumption of blvarlate normality Is clearly 
not valid, the formula does provide a useful approximation of the 
standard error. The Idea of calculating the correlation was taken from 
White and MacDonald (1980), who studied tests of normality based on 
ordinary least squares regression residuals. 
Of the goodness-of-flt statistics, only the Kolmogorov-Smlrnov, 
Kulper and chl-squared statistics have percentages which fall more than 
two standard errors away from the theoretical significance levels. Not 
surprisingly, these are also the statistics with the lowest correla­
tions. It is interesting that of the EOF statistics, the ones with the 
highest correlation (i.e., Cramer-von Mises, Watson, and Anderson-
Darling) are all based on integral functlonals of the empirical 
process. It is known from Monte Carlo studies on lid samples that the 
Anderson-Darling statistic seems to approach its limiting distribution 
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faster than do the other EOF statistics. The correlations indicate that 
this seems to hold for residuals also. 
The extremely low correlation for the chl-squared statistic is 
surprising. Despite the low correlation, the percentils of the 
statistic are in good agreement with the theoretical percentiles. One 
possible explanation for the low correlation Is that our large sample 
theory was based on a fixed number of intervals, k , with large sample 
sizes, n . In this example k • 0(n) because 11 • 55/5 « If we let 
n-Km and k+=» then in the notation of Chapter Four, 
xg(W^ ) = Op(k) , (6.11) 
and by using expression (4.34) we can show that 
|x^ (W^ ) - X^ (W„)| - 0 (n"^ /2 k^ /Z) . (6.12) 
Thus if k - 0(n) then the remainder in (6.12) is Op(n) which says 
that X^ (Wjj) and )^ (W^ ) are not guaranteed to be close, even in large 
1/3 
samples. Notice that if we choose k - 0(n ) then the remainder term 
in (6.12) is Op(l) so the two statistics will be close in large 
sangles. In the next section, where we examine data from a medical 
study, we try choosing the number of intervals by the rule of thumb, 
k - max{3, [n^ ^^ ]} , (6.13) 
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where [•] Is the rounding function. 
The other goodness-of-flt statistics In Table 6.4 perform quite 
well. The Shaplro-Wllk statistic has a higher correlation than any of 
the EOF statistics, and Its Monte Carlo dlstrubtlon matches Its 
theoretical distribution quite well. Interestingly, the two hlghtest 
correlations In the table are given by the skewness and kurtosls 
statistics. These statistics are not as widely used as many of the 
other statistics in the table, but they seem to be the least affected by 
the use of residuals in place of the actual errors. The difference 
between the skewness statistic with a correlation of .8276, and the 
Kolmogorov-Smlrnov statistic with a correlation of .350 is most 
dramatic. From a practical point of view because the skewness and 
kurtosls are the easiest statistcs in the table to calculate. 
The results for the last three test procedures in Table 6.4 are 
mixed. The outlier test has a high correlation, and its Monte Carlo 
distribution matches its theoretical distribution fairly well. The 
tests for autocorrelation, and homogeneity of variance both appear to be 
conservative since all the observed significance levels are smaller than 
their theoretical values. This may be due in part to the fact that the 
distributions are compared to an F-distributlon Instead of to a " 
distribution. The x^ distribution has shorter tails. 
A second Monte Carlo study was conducted with the role performance 
data to determine the effect of smaller sample sizes on the test 
procedures. In the second study a sample size of n * 25 was used, 
where the sample was a fixed subset of 25 of the %^ 's given in Table 
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6.2. The other aspects of the Monte Carlo process were unchanged. The 
results of the second study are summarized In Table 6.5. The correla­
tions In the rlghthand side of Table 6.5 are uniformly lower than the 
correlations in Table 6.4. The correlations in the two tables are in 
the same relative order, with skewness and kurtosis having the largest 
correlations and the Shapiro-Wilk statistc having a greater correlation 
than any of the EOF statistics. Even with relatively low correlations, 
most of the statistics approximate their theoretical distributions 
reasonably well. This is particularly true for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
statistic. Note that the chi-squared statistic was calculated using 5 
intervals to conform to the "five per cell" rule of thumb. The 
correlation for the chi-squared statistic is not that much smaller in 
Table 6.5 than in Table 6.4. This is roughly what we would expect from 
expression (6.12) because the ratio of k/n is equal to 1/5 for the two 
tables. As in Table 6.4 the outlier test performs reasonably well, 
while the test for autocorrelation and the test for homogeneity of 
variance are again conservative. 
The overall results from the two studies indicate that the 
distributions of all test statistics were well approximated by the limit 
distributions. Of the goodness-of-flt statistics, the Shapiro-Wilk, 
skewness and kurtosis statistics are least affected by using residuals 
instead of the actual errors to test for normality. Of the EDF 
statistics, the ones based on integral functionals of the empirical 
process seem least affected. While the "five per cell" chi-squared 
statistics based on true and estimated residuals have small correlation, 
the percentiles of the statistic for the residuals are similar to the 
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Table 6.5. Test procedures based on residuals from 5000 simulated data 
sets of size n = 25 
Percent beyond theoretical quantlles 
Statistic .01 .05 .10 .90 .95 .99 Corr.® 
Kolmogorov-
Smlrnov 
NC^  NC NC .1018 
(.0042) 
.0478 
(.0031) 
.0094 
(.0014) 
.200 
(.014) 
Kulper NC NC NC .1260 
(.0042) 
.0656 
(.0031) 
.0146 
(.0014) 
.182 
(.014) 
Cramer 
von-Mlses 
NC NC NC .0940 
(.0042) 
.0472 
(.0031) 
.0108 
(.0014) 
.269 
(.014) 
Watson NC NC NC .1096 
(.0042) 
.0572 
(.0031) 
.0140 
(.0014) 
.245 
(.014) 
Anderson-
Darling 
NC NC NC .1288 
(.0042) 
.0624 
(.0031) 
.0148 
(.0014) 
.306 
(.013) 
Chl-Squared 
(11 Int.) 
NC NC NC .1162 
(.0042) 
.0576 
(.0031) 
.0110 
(.0014) 
.117 
(.014) 
Shaplro-Wllk 
(Blom est.) 
.0136 
(.0014) 
.051 
(.0031) 
.0918 
(.0042) 
NC NC NC .410 
(.013) 
Skewness .0118 
(.0014) 
.0528 
(.0031) 
NC NC .0526 
(.0031) 
.0106 
(.0014) 
.633 
(.011) 
Kurtosls .0138 
(.0014) 
.0584 
(.0031) 
NC NC .0544 
(.0031) 
.0142 
(.0014) 
.541 
(.012) 
Outlier NC NC NC .0954 
(.0042) 
.0500 
(.0031) 
.0120 
(.0014) 
.541 
(.012) 
Homogeneity NC NC NC .0818 
(.0042) 
.0368 
(.0031) 
.0080 
(.0014) 
NC 
Autocorr. NC NC NC .0754 . 
(.0042) 
.0322 
(.0031) 
.0038 
(.0014) 
NC 
°The sample correlation between the statistic based on v* and the 
statistic based on v* from 5000 Monte Carlo samples. 
N^ot calculated. 
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theoretical percentiles. The outlier test performed well, even with 
only 20 degrees of freedom as In Table 6.5. The test of autocorrelation 
and the test of homogeneity of variance appear to be conservative In 
small samples. 
A nonrnull Monte Carlo study to Investigate the power properties of 
our test procedures would be of interest, but we choose not to examine 
that question here because of limited resources and the enormous number 
of possible alternatives to the null hypothesis. A power study would 
need to concentrate on a subset of our procedures, and to examine a 
restricted number of specific alternatives of Interest. 
B. Lung Vital Capacity Data 
In this section we consider some data analyzed by Barnett (1969). 
The data arose from a medical study to determine the relative merits of 
two instruments used to measure human lung characteristics. The 
original study Involved two Instruments, a standard instrument and an 
experimental Instrument, and two operators, a skilled operator and an 
unskilled operator. Four measurements of lung vital capacity, corres­
ponding to the four instrument-operator combinations, were made on each 
of 72 patients. Following Barnett (1969) we will concentrate on the 
following three variables, 
" The experimental Instrument operated by the skilled operator. 
Y2 " The experimental Instrument operated by the unskilled operator. 
X = The standard instrument operated by the skilled operator. 
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The data are presented In Table 6.6. The postulated model Is, 
t^l " ®01 + =t*ll + ®tl ' 
t^2 " ^02 *t^ l2 ®t * 
Xt - =t + "t ' 
for t "» 1 72 . It is assumed that the e.'s are NI(0, E ) 
' ' ~ee 
where - (e^ j, e^ g, u^ )' and. 
See" dlagCOeell' %e2' 
Barnett (1969) further assumed that the x^ 's are lid N(jj^ , a^ ) and 
Independent of the *s . All of the parameters of the model are 
assumed to be unknown, and need to be estimated. 
The model described in (6.14) is commonly known as a factor analy­
sis model, with three variables and one factor. The parameterization we 
have chosen seems natural for the problem of comparing the two instru­
ments, by using the standard instrument and skilled operator combination 
as a base for comparison. The variable Xj. represents the true lung 
vital capacity as measured by the standard instrument on the t-th 
patient, and Uj. represents a measurement error incurred by the skilled 
operator. The x^ 's are assumed random because we envision the 72 
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Table 6.6. Readings of lung vital capacity for 72 patients 
on three Instrument-operator combinations 
(Barnett, 1969) 
X Yl 2^ X *1 2^ 
345 403 372 106 85 60 
131 161 160 200 127 170 
382 415 370 228 238 235 
211 274 252 194 167 158 
186 154 169 258 285 211 
194 202 180 140 168 148 
236 243 235 126 100 103 
288 265 286 232 236 236 
198 180 166 200 198 198 
312 325 304 240 147 174 
176 139 120 288 324 314 
148 170 164 342 320 320 
184 140 165 100 65 84 
358 368 396 140 135 138 
188 209 207 188 160 135 
240 255 248 128 116 133 
222 229 227 312 311 325 
254 262 196 377 390 370 
92 64 103 342 312 329 
224 230 230 274 285 288 
224 203 214 284 271 275 
226 240 245 380 344 340 
386 398 368 210 165 193 
278 189 200 182 106 105 
222 184 136 140 135 110 
188 190 184 220 164 111 
94 106 100 194 182 127 
248 215 215 326 325 327 
166 176 180 196 189 192 
404 400 377 132 114 100 
254 208 225 284 365 351 
178 139 120 206 172 178 
128 80 113 220 190 227 
194 203 188 126 86 115 
176 186 186 304 .285 267 
204 147 116 214 256 272 
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patients In the study as a sample from a population of people who could 
have been Included In the study. 
We use the estimation procedure of Barnett (1969), which is the 
method of maximum likelihood under the assumption of normality for x^  
and jEj. . Carter and Fuller (1980) and Fuller (1986) give a more 
detailed description of this approach. We define 
"ci • "ti - »oi - "t'li • 
- "t'li • 
and 
t^2 " ^t2 " ®02 " ^t®12 ' 
®t2 " "t^ l2 ' 
for t - 1, ..., 72 . By assumption, the vector (v^ ,^ v^ g)' has a 
bivariate normal distribution. We define v^  ^ and v^ g by 
\l " ^tl ~ ^ 01 " %t*ll ' (6.17) 
t^2 " ^t2 " %2 " *t®12 ' 
for t - 1, ..., 72 , where (Sgi» ®02' ®U' ®12^  are n ^ 2-consistent 
estimators of (Pqi' ®02' ®11' ^ 12^  * define x^  as the estimator 
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given in Section 1.5 of Fuller (1986). The Vj.j'8 and v^ g's 
standardized by their individual sample variances, the standardized 
residual vectors, and the x^ 's are presented in Table 6.7. We next 
demonstrate our diagnostic procedures using the v^ '^s , v^ g's and 
x^ 's . 
Table 6.8 contains nine goodness-of-fit test statistics for 
normality based on the two standardized components of the residual 
vector, and the estimated true values. We have concentrated on testing 
for normality based on the residuals, but it is easy to show that we can 
also test for normality based on the x^ 's if the true x^ 's are iid 
normal random variables. In the notation of Theorem 2.6, 
(Xj. - x) = (Xj. - x)(l + c^ ) + (Vj. - v)D^  (6.18) 
where c = 0 (n  ^) and D is a 2 x 1 random vector such that 
n p n 
• Op(n  ^) . It follows by the method used to prove Theorem 2.2 
that. 
(Xt - x) " ®n^  "*• (^ t ~ '^ ®n ' (6.19) 
where a » o (n 2) and B is a 2 x 1 random vector such that 
n p n 
-1/ 
• Op(n  ^) . Thus the empirical process results of Chapter Three 
hold for empirical processes based on the standardized estimated true 
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Table 6.7. Residuals and expected true values from the lung vital 
capacity data 
Observation Nvu'i • Và'2 (v - X 
1 1.200 0.656 1.266 0.133 371.029 
2 1.734 1.626 1.369 1.156 174.757 
3 0.246 -0.604 0.762 -1.022 380.645 
4 2.185 1.624 2.014 0.853 262.274 
5 -0.400 0.090 -0.632 0.395 180.137 
6 0.704 0.141 0.908 -0.267 207.061 
7 0.412 0.330 0.363 0.194 245.883 
8 -0.779 0.079 -1.167 0.632 275.683 
9 -0.071 -0.384 0.159 -0.498 193.321 
10 0.108 -0.192 0.285 -0.345 312.070 
11 -0.481 -0.969 -0.028 -1.056 159.152 
12 1.396 1.186 1.187 0.755 182.119 
13 -0.733 0.042 -1.076 0.549 172.120 
14 -0.266 0.912 -1.000 1.473 361.821 
15 1.117 1.100 0.846 0.819 216.663 
16 0.617 0.567 0.495 0.394 255.479 
17 0.499 0.559 0.333 0.462 235.433 
18 0.327 -1.359 1.391 -2.149 247.155 
19 0.304 1.284 -0.437 1.621 108.748 
20 0.458 0.579 0.260 0.517 236.920 
21 -0.320 0.126 -0.543 0.393 219.785 
22 0.676 0.938 0.328 0.882 245.829 
23 -0.384 -0.791 -0.011 -0.867 372.397 
24 -2.622 -2.027 -2.364 -1.133 215.768 
25 -0.798 -2.014 0.228 -2.329 190.367 
26 0.568 0.450 0.505 0.260 201.593 
27 1.446 1.134 1.294 0.647 128.481 
28 -0.817 -0.626 -0.741 -0.345 228.646 
29 0.937 1.053 0.622 0.871 191.231 
30 -0.959 -1.122 -0.605 -0.955 377.782 
31 -1.230 -0.538 -1.398 0.054 228.538 
32 -0.551 -1.034 -0.084 -1.102 159.387 
33 -0.498 0.395 -0.979 0.892 123.257 
34 0.733 0.367 0.796 0.034 209.596 
35 0.874 0.897 0.638 0.692 198.769 
36 -1.234 -1.994 -0.406 -2.011 165.269 
37 0.419 -0.387 0.861 -0.830 109.490 
38 -1.671 -0.336 -2.156 0.634 169.005 
39 0.548 0.590 0.381 0.473 242.533 
40 -0.305 -0.480 -0.109 -0.479 184.526 
41 0.851 -1.065 1.938 -2.079 262.572 
42 1.620 0.994 1.636 0.333 176.111 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
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(continued) 
0.149 0.177 0.092 0.152 130.107 
0.350 0.488 0.168 0.460 242.293 
0,378 0.455 0.229 0.395 210.453 
-2.499 -1.525 -2.529 -0.503 184.373 
0.922 0.871 0.724 0.624 311.340 
-1.089 -0.716 -1.068 -0.292 317.281 
0.052 0.486 -0.255 0.655 105.294 
0.667 0.711 0.469 0.566 157.620 
-0.297 -0.935 0.211 -1.131 174.542 
0.540 0.960 0.119 1.004 145.761 
-0.295 0.401 -0.694 0.767 310.703 
-0.299 -0.441 -0.126 -0.427 367.994 
-1.320 -0.461 -1.570 0.223 315.729 
0.289 0.592 0.010 0.648 284.206 
-0.466 -0.101 -0.596 0.166 275.287 
-1.732 -1.387 -1.528 -0.818 338.450 
-0.925 -0.011 -1.313 0.500 194.417 
-1.644 -1.589 -1.267 -1.162 140.082 
0.667 -0.080 1.007 -0.558 150.435 
-1.305 -2.656 -0.058 -2.904 174.066 
0.127 -1.357 1.103 -2.013 183.809 
-0.383 0.002 -0.548 0.258 319.614 
0.258 0.417 0.086 0.418 204.101 
0.342 -0.102 0.558 -0.374 136.797 
2.246 2.048 1.814 1.414 340.150 
-0.583 -0.305 -0.624 -0.045 193.477 
-0.555 0.624 -1.217 1.257 216.378 
-0.254 0.516 -0.714 0.903 126.431 
-0.764 -0.978 -0.426 -0.880 282.335 
1.560 2.093 0.804 1.934 259.071 
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Table 6.8. Goodness-o£-flt tests based on the standardized components 
of the residual vectors and estimated true values from the 
lung vital capacity data 
Test value and significance level* 
Statistic \l t^2 *t 
Kolmogorov- .597 .755 .845 
Smlmov .15 < p .15 < p .05 < p < .10 
Kulper 1.109 1.176 1.485 
.15 < p .15 < p .05 < p < .10 
Carmer- .0468 
00 o
 .153 
von Mises .15 < p .15 < p .01 < p < .025 
Watson .0458 .0724 .131 
.15 < p .15 < p .025 < p < .05 
Anderson- .295 .488 1.026 
Darling .15 < p .15 < p .025 < p < .05 
Chl-squared 1.222 2.778 2.111 
(4 Intervals) .10 < p .10 < p .10 < p 
Shaplro-Wllk .989 .984 .960 
(Blom estimates) .10 < p .10 < p .01 < p < .05 
Skewness -.188 -.364 .524 
.10 < p .10 < p .02 < p < .10 
Kurtosls 3.127 2.866 2.444 
.10 < p .10 < p .10 < p 
C^alculated with respect to the theoretical distributions. 
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values. It follows that the results of Chapter Four hold as well. The 
outlier test and test of autocorrelation can also be applied to the 
x^ 's . 
The results In Table 6.8 Indicate that the assumption of marginal 
normality is reasonable for both v^  ^ and v^ g , but the x^ 's appear 
to have a positively skewed distribution. This is not surprising since 
there is no reason to expect a human population characteristic such as 
lung vital capacity to be a normally distributed random variable, but it 
is reasonable to hope that the errors in measurement would be approxi­
mately normal. It is interesting that Barnett (1969) attempted to check 
the model assumptions using the raw data (Y^ ,^ X^ ) for 
t = 1, ..., 72 . He looked at scatter plots of Y^  against X and 
of Y2 against X . He noted that apart from a slight positive 
skewness in X the assumption of trivariate normality for 
(Yj.j, Y^ g, X^ ) was reasonable. Our procedures appear to be more 
sensitive for detecting departures from normality of the true x^ 's . 
This is not suprising since we expect x^  to be superior to the actual 
observation X^  as a predictor of x^  . Therefore, tests based on the 
X 's should be more effective than tests based on the X 's . 
t t 
We used k = 4 intervals in calculating the chi-squared statistic 
in Table 6.8. We chose k • 4 to conçly with the experimental rule-of-
1/3 
thumb devised in expression (6.13) which yields [(72) ] = 4 . In 
Tables 6.9 and 6.11 we use k " 5 intervals for the combined samples 
since [(144)^ ^^ ] • 5 . 
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Table 6.9. Goodness-o£-£lt tests based on the components of the 
standardized residual vectors from the lung vital 
capacity data 
Test value and significance level* 
Statistic t^2 Combined 
Kolmogorov- .639 1.171 1.086 
Smimov .15 < p p < .01 p < .01 
Kuiper .908 1.92 1.779 
.15 < p p < .01 p < .01 
Cramer- .0395 .262 .2186 
von Mises .15 < p p < .01 p < .01 
Watson .0356 .227 .187 
.15 < p p < .01 p < .01 
Anderson- .252 1.554 1.246 
Darling .15 < p p < .01 p < .01 
Chi-Squared .778 8.556 7.111 
(4 & 5 intervals) .10 < p p < .01 .01 < p < .05 
Shapiro-Wilk .990 .945 .975 
(Blom estimates) .10 < p p < .01 p < .01 
Skewness -.287 -.786 -.537 
.10 < p p < .02 p < .02 
Kurtosis 2.858 3.331 3.09 
.10 < p .10 < p .10 < p 
C^alculated with respect to the theoretical tabled distributions. 
C^alculated from (2)(72) » 144 combined variables. 
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In Table 6.9 we assess blvarlate normality of (v^ ,^ based on 
" _ iL 
the standardized residual vectors (v^  - v)S^  ^2 for t - 1, 72. 
The first two columns of Table 6.9 give nine test statistics based on 
the two individual components of the standardized residual vector, and 
the last column gives the tests based on the 144 variables obtained by 
combining the two columns of the standardized residual vector. The 
first component appears to be normally distributed, but the second 
component is significantly nonnormal and negatively skewed. As a 
result, the tests based on the 144 combined variables also indicates 
nonnormality. It is interesting that the tests of normality of v^ .^  
and v^ 2 in Table 6.8 and Table 6.9 lead to different conclusions. 
This suggests that if we are really Interested in the joint behavior of 
(Vj.j, v^ g) then we should look at tests based on the standardized 
A ~ « 1/ 
residual vectors (v^  - v)S^  ^2 for t = 1, ..., n instead of the 
individual standardized components of the residual vector 
®wU^ t^l - Vi) , «wâ^ t^Z -  ^  ^ " • 
We also calculated the tests for outliers, autocorrelation, and 
homogeneity of variance based on the variables of Table 6.7. Because we 
found no anomalies, we do not present the results here. 
We next present the results of a Monte Carlo study based on the 
Lung Vital Capacity Data. Our purpose is to determine how well the test 
procedures based on the standardized residual vector perform under the 
null hypothesis of normally distributed errors. In order to simulate an 
"actual data set", we generated data in accordance with model (6.14) and 
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a sample size of n - 72 to match the Lung Vital Capacity data. To be 
specific, at each stage of Monte Carlo replication we generated 
• «01 + + 'Î1 • 
2^ • «02 * + ^ 2 • 
X» - x« + u« , 
for t - 1 72 , where (Sgi' ®02* ®11' ®12^  were the estimates 
calculated from the original data, and x* for t = 1, ..., 72 are lid 
random variables according to the distribution function, 
- 1  72 . 
F(x) - (72) '• Z l(x. < x) , (6.20) 
t-1 
which is the empirical distribution function of the estimated true 
values Xj. for t-1 72 . We generated the x* according to 
(6.20) because the model for the original data (6.14) specified that the 
true x^ 's were lid random variables, and our analysis of the data 
indicated that the distribution of the x^ 's was nonnormal. In 
addition e*' " (e*^ , egg, "*) for t = 1, ..., 72 were lid 
N(0, Zgg) random vectors, where - diag(aggjj, ®uu^  "as 
estimated from the original data. At each stage we calculated 
 ^- Y* - - 1*6* , (6.21) 
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for t » 1, 72 , where (0g, jgJ) are the estimates based on the 
simulated data, and we also calculated x* . At each stage we 
calculated our test procedures based on (v*,f x*) for t • 1, 
72 . The true errors are 
v*i . e*j - u*ijj , v*2 = e*2 " (6.22) 
and we calculated some of the test procedures based on the v* 's In 
order to examine how closely the simulated residuals v* approximated 
the behavior of the simulated actual errors v* . We repeated this 
procedure for a total of 1000 Monte Carlo replications. 
Table 6.10 summarizes the results of the Monte Carlo study dealing 
with the first component of the standardized residual vector. We 
present only the results for the first component because the results for 
the second component were nearly Identical. The structure of Table 6.10 
is the same as that of Tables 6.4 and 6.5. The numbers in parentheses 
are standard errors and were calculated by the same methods described 
for Tables 6.4 and 6.5. 
All the statistics in Table 6.10 approximate their theoretical 
distribution well, and none have percentage points which fall more than 
two standard errors away from the theoretical significance levels. The 
correlations are uniformly greater than they were in Tables 6.4 and 
6.5. This can be attributed to the greater sample size and to the fact 
that there is only one independent variable in the model of (6.14). It 
is interesting that, while the correlations are all larger, they still 
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Table 6.10. Test procedures based on the first component of the 
standardized residual vector from 1000 simulated data 
sets of size n * 72 
Percent beyond theoretical quantiles 
Statistic .01 .05 .10 .90 .95 .99 Corr.* 
Kolmogorov-
Smirnov 
NC^  NC NC .1084 
(.0095) 
.0490 
(.0069) 
.0151 
(.0031) 
.753 
(.021) 
Kuiper NC NC NC .1062 
(.0095) 
.0433 
(.0069) 
.0086 
(.0031) 
.751 
(.021) 
Cramer-
von Mises 
NC NC NC .0921 
(.0095) 
.0387 
(.0069) 
.0098 
(.0031) 
.884 
(.015) 
Watson NC NC NC .0942 
(.0095) 
.0465 
(.0069) 
.0084 
(.0031) 
.869 
(.016) 
Anderson-
Darling 
NC NC NC .0973 
(.0095) 
.0496 
(.0069) 
.0125 
(.0031) 
.892 
(.014) 
Chi-squared 
(4 int.) 
NC NC NC .0821 
(.0095) 
.0416 
(.0069) 
.0118 
(.0031) 
.690 
(.023) 
Shapiro-Wilk 
(Blom est.) 
.0132 
(.0031) 
.0574 
(.0069) 
.1050 
(.0095) 
NC NC NC .930 
(.012) 
Skewness .0121 
(.0031) 
.0625 
(.0069) 
NC NC .0472 
(.0069) 
.0164 
(.0031) 
.975 
(.007) 
Kurtosis .0076 
(.0031) 
.0475 
(.0069) 
NC NC .0463 
(.0069) 
.0082 
(.0031) 
.968 
(.008) 
Outlier NC NC NC .0991 
(.0095) 
.0471 
(.0069) 
.0123 
(.0031) 
.947 
(.010) 
Homogeneity NC NC NC .1010 
(.0095) 
.048 
(.0069) 
.0044 
(.0031) 
NC 
Auto­
correlation 
NC NC NC .0996 
(.0095) 
.0525 
(.0069) 
.0082 
(.0031) 
NC 
T^he sample correlation between the statistic based on  ^and the 
statistic based on v* from 1000 Monte Carlo samples. 
N^ot calculated. 
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occur In the same relative order. The skevmess and kurtosls have the 
greatest correlations, and the Shaplro-Wllk statistic has a greater 
correlation than any of the EOF statistics. The chl-squared statistic 
1/3 
appears to perform better under the k = max{3, [n ]} rule-of-thumb 
used in Table 6.10 than the k = [n/5] rule used in Tables 6.4 and 6.5, 
but the chl-square statistic still performs worst overall. The outlier 
test performs well. The autocorrelation test and test for homogeneity 
of variance are no longer conservative as in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 and now 
appear to perform quite well. 
Table 6.11 summarizes the results of the Monte Carlo study dealing 
with the combined components of the standardized residual vector. The 
only organizational change in Table 6.10 from the previous tables is 
that we removed the autocorrelation test and test for homogeneity of 
variance and replaced them with Mardia's test of multivariate skewness 
and kurtosls described in Section C of Chapter Four. The cut-off points 
for the theoretical distribution of these statistics were taken from 
Mardla (1974). 
All the statistics in Table 6.11 approximate their theoretical 
distributions well, with none of the percentage points falling more than 
two standard errors away from their theoretical significance levels. 
Interestingly, the correlations are all about the same as they were in 
Table 6.10, except for the chl-squared statistic which is significantly 
smaller. We may have expected the correlations in Table 6.11 to be 
larger than in Table 6.10 since the statistics are based on a combined 
sample of 144 observations Instead of 72 observations. This larger 
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Table 6.11. Test procedures based on the combined component of the 
standardized residual vector from 1000 simulated data 
sets of size n - 72 
Percent beyond theoretical quantlles 
Statistic .01 .05 .10 .90 .95 .99 Corr.* 
Kolmogorov-
Smlrnov 
NC^  NC NC .0921 
(.0095) 
.0424 
(.0069) 
.0133 
(.0031) 
.732 
(.022) 
Kulper NC NC NC .0924 
(.0095) 
.0513 
(.0069) 
.0117 
(.0031) 
.745 
(.021) 
Cramer-
von Mises 
NC NC NC .0942 
(.0095) 
.0487 
(.0069) 
.0078 
(.0031) 
.878 
(.016) 
Watson NC NC NC .0912 
(.0095) 
.0545 
(.0069) 
.0125 
(.0031) 
.866 
(.016) 
Anderson-
Darling 
NC NC NC .0898 
(.0095) 
.0467 
(.0069) 
.0043 
(.0031) 
.885 
(.015) 
Chl-squared 
(5 Int.) 
NC NC NC .1052 
(.0095) 
.0484 
(.0069) 
.0119 
(.0031) 
.585 
(.026) 
Shaplro-Wllk 
(Blom est.) 
.0112 
(.0031) 
.0606 
(.0069) 
.1012 
(.0095) 
NC NC NC .923 
(.012) 
Skevmess .0147 
(.0031) 
.0564 
(.0069) 
NC NC .0464 
(.0069) 
.0068 
(.0031) 
.976 
(.007) 
Kurtosls .0089 
(.0031) 
.0532 
(.0069) 
NC NC .0482 
(.0069) 
.0058 
(.0031) 
.968 
(.008) 
Outlier NC NC NC .0924 
(.0095) 
.0542 
(.0069) 
.1056 
(.0031) 
.951 
(.010) 
Mardla's 
Skewness 
NC NC NC .1164 
(.0095) 
.0581 
(.0069) 
.0056 
(.0031) 
.951 
(.010) 
Mardla's 
Kurtosls 
.0087 
(.0031) 
.0436 
(.0069) 
.0953 
(.0095) 
.0943 
(.0095) 
.0522 
(.0069) 
.0075 
(.0031) 
.968 
(.008) 
h^e sample correlation between the statistic based on  ^and the 
statistic based on v* from 1000 Monte Carlo samples. 
N^ot calculated. 
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combined sample size Is taken Into account, for Instance, when calculat­
ing the significance levels, so the statistics do act distrlbutlonally 
like they are based on a larger sample. The reason for the similar 
correlations Is that while the statistics in Table 6.11 are based on a 
larger combined sample, the error In approximating v* by v* remains 
the same for both tables. The order of approximation may explain why 
the chi-square statistic has a lower correlation in Table 6.11 than in 
Table 6.10. We found from the Monte Carlo studies associated with the 
Role Performance Data of Section A that using too many intervals in the 
chi-square statistic results in a low correlation. Apparently, we 
should use the same numbers of intervals in the combined samples as we 
use in the uncomblned samples. In our example this would mean using 
k " ((72)^ ^^ ] = 4 • intervals Instead of k = [(144)^ ^^ ] = 5 . We 
recalculated the chi-square statistic based on the combined sample 
with k = 4 Intervals and the correlation was about the same as in 
Table 6.10. 
The outlier statistic in Table 6.11 performs well, and our 
reasoning above explains why its correlation is nearly the same as in 
Table 6.10. The multivariate skewness and kurtosis statistics of Mardla 
perform well and have large correlations which are about the same as the 
other skewness and kurtosis statistics in Table 6.11. 
Our overall results from the Monte Carlo study indicate that the 
distributions of the test procedures based on the separate components of 
the standardized residual vectors are well approximated by the theoret­
ical null distributions for the sample size and degrees of freedom 
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considered. The relative error In the approximations of the different 
procedures was the same as In the Monte Carlo studies associated with 
the role performance data. The closeness of the approximations was 
uniformly better for the larger sample size of the lung vital capacity 
data. Our results also Indicate that the distributions of the test 
procedures based on the combined components of the standardized residual 
vectors are well approximated by the theoretical distributions. The 
quality of the approximations is about the same for the combined as for 
the separate components of the standardized residual vector. 
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IX. APPENDIX A: REVIEW OF WEAK CONVERGENCE 
In this appendix we briefly review some topics from the theory of 
weak convergence on metric spaces, and give some special results for the 
space D[0, 1] . Most of these results are taken from Billlngsley 
(1968). 
We begin with the following definitions. 
Definition 9.1. A metric space (S, p) Is a nonempty set of S 
of elements (called points) together with real-valued function p 
(called a metric) defined on S x S such that for all x , y , and 
z In S : 
I) p(x, y) > 0 , 
II) p(x, y) = 0 If and only If x - y , 
ill) p(x, y) - p(y, x) , 
Iv) p(x, y) < p(x, z) + p(z, y) . 
Definition 9.2. A metric space (S, p) is called seperable if it 
contains a countable dense subset. 
Definition 9.3. A set A is called open in the metric space 
(S, p) if for every x e A , there exists 6 > 0 such that all y e S 
with p(x, y) < 5 belong to A . 
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Definition 9.4. A topology on a set S Is a collection T of 
subsets (called open sets) of S having the following properties: 
i) S and the empty set are in T , 
11) The union of the elements of any subcollection of T is in 
ill) The intersection of the elements of any finite subcollection 
of T is in T . 
Notice that the properties of Definition 9.4 are satisfied by the 
open sets of Definition 9.3 associated with the metric space. Thus we 
say that a metric p induces a topology on the set S , and the 
resulting topological space (S, T) is called metrizable. It is 
important to make the distinction between a metric space (S, p) and 
its associated topological space (S, T) , since two different metric 
spaces can give rise to the same topological space. 
In order to do probability theory on the metric space (S, p) we 
need to make the following additional definitions. 
Definition 9.5. Let (S, p) be a metric space with associated 
topological space (S, T) . Then the class of Borel subsets B(S) of 
(S, p) and (S, T) is the o^ algebra generated by the open sets of T 
Definition 9.6. Let A be a subset of S , where (S, p) is a 
metric space. Then the boundary of A , denoted by 3A , consists of 
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those points in S which are limits of sequences of points In A and 
are also limits of sequences of points outside A . 
Now consider a sequences of probability measures t^ n^ n=«l ' 
P defined on the Borel sets B(S) of a metric space (S, p) with 
topology T . We say that converges weakly to P if 
p^ (A) + p(A) for all A e B(S) such that P(3A) » 0 . This concept of 
weak convergence is closely related to the concept of convergence In law 
which is defined in terms of the sequence of random elements * 
and X . We define this below. 
Definition 9.7. Let X be a sequence of random 
elements taking on values in a metric space (S, p) . Then we say that 
the sequence of random elements converges in law to the random element 
X , denoted by X^  —k-> x , If the distributions P^  of X^  converge 
weakly to the distribution P of X . 
We have not formally defined random elements, but they are just 
measurable mappings from some underlying probability space to the metric 
space (S, p) . Notice that the definition of convergence in law does 
not require that the random elements be defined on the same underlying 
probability space. A case where this distinction about the underlying 
probability space is Important is given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 9.1. Let X , and Y be random elements of the separable 
metric space (S, p) , and defined on a common probability space. Then 
p(X, Y) is a random variable. 
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It turns out that the conclusion of Theorem 9.1 may not hold if the 
metric space Is not separable. See Bllllngsley (1968). 
The concept of convergence In law Is a useful one in statistics. 
The following theorem is a practical tool for proving convergence in law 
results for a sequence of random elements, in terms of the known 
behavior of another sequence of random elements. 
Theorem 9.2. Let * ^^ n^ n-1 ' ^  * and Y be random 
elements in the separable metric space (S, p) , all defined on a common 
probability space. If —^ > X and p(X^ , Y^ ) —^ > 0 , then 
Y —> Y . 
Notice that separability was needed in Theorem 9.2 to ensure that 
p(X^ , Y^ ) is a well defined random variable. See Bllllngsley (1968). 
The last general theorem we are going to present has to do with 
convergence in law of functions of random elements. To set up the 
problem, let h be a measurable mapping from the metric space (S, p) 
to another metric space (S', p') , and let be the set of 
discontinuities of h (so is a subset of S). It turns out that 
e B(S) even if h is not measurable. See Bllllngsley (1968). We 
are now ready to state the theorem. For a proof see Bllllngsley (1968). 
Theorem 9.3. (In terms of notation above.) . Let {*n^ n=l ' 
X be random elements of the metric space (S, p) . If X^  —^ > X and 
P(X e D. ) - 0 , then h(X ) -^ > h(X) . 
n n 
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Theorem 9.2 and 9.3 are very useful, and we have used them 
repeatedly In earlier chapters. In those chapters, we dealt with two 
metric spaces. The first space Is R" for n > 1 with the Euclidean 
metric, which Is a separable metric space. The second space Is 
D[0, 1] , which Is defined to be the space of functions on [0, 1] that 
are right-continuous and have left-hand limits. This Is the natural 
space In which to examine an empirical process on [0, 1] since 
cumulative distribution functions are elements of D[0, 1] . 
The most natural metric to put on D[0, 1] would seem to be the 
uniform metric which Is defined by 
p (x, y) - sup |x((o) - y(w)| , (9.1) 
" (oetO.l]' ' 
where x and y are elements of D[0, 1] . The topology Induced by 
Is called the uniform topology on D[0, 1] , and Is denoted by 
T^  . It turns out that {D[0, 1], p^ } Is not a separable metric 
space. See Bllllngsley (1968). Because of this, Skorohod Introduced 
another metric on D[0, 1] . Let A be the class of strictly 
Increasing continuous functions on [0, 1] such that A(0) = 0 and 
X(l) • 1 . The Skorohod metric Is defined by, 
Pg(x, y) - Inf {sup |x(w) - y[A(w)]l + sup U - X(w)|} , (9.2) 
XeA 0<w<l 0<w<l 
where x and y are elements of D(0, 1] . The topology Induced by 
Pg Is called the Skorohod topology on D[0, 1] , and Is denoted by 
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Tg . It turns out that {D[0, 1], Pg} Is a separable metric space. 
See Bllllngsley (1968). 
It Is easy to see that by letting X(w) " w , we get the 
Inequality, 
for X and y elements of D[0,1] . This Implies that T^  contains 
Tg , and It can be further shown that Tg Is a proper subset of T^  . 
The theoretical significance of this has to do with problems of measur-
ablllty when one tries to Interpret weak convergence In D[0, 1] In 
terms of the uniform topology. See Bllllnglsey (1968). We have avoided 
the measurablllty problem In this thesis by always considering weak 
convergence In D[0, 1] In terms of the Skorohod topology. 
The practical significance of (9.3) Is that convergence of a 
sequence of functions In D[0, 1] In the uniform metric Implies 
convergence In the Skorohod metric. This Is helpful because the uniform 
metric Is easier to work with. Let {X , , and {Y }" , be n n=l ' n n=l 
sequences of random functions In D[0, 1] , defined on the same 
underlying probability space. If we can find a sequence of random 
variables t^ n^ n^ l 9"^  ^that. 
Pg(x, y) < Py(x. y) (9.3) 
(9.4) 
then we know that, 
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(9.5) 
p 
Thus if a > 0 we can write 
n 
> (9.6) 
since pg(X^ , Y^ ) is a well defined sequence of random variables under 
the Skorohod topology on D(0, 1] , by Theorem 9.1. 
Interestingly, the theoretical solution outlined in (9.4)-(9.6) is 
Ignored by many people. People sometimes construct the sequence of 
random a 's which converge to zero, and then say 
Technically, such a procedure is not correct, since the p^ (X^ , Y^ ) 's 
may not be well defined random variables under the uniform metric, since 
the uniform metric does not give rise to a separable metric space. 
Nevertheless, the a^ 's would imply that (9.6) holds, so "in spirit" 
(9.7) does hold. Since it is common practice to make statements in the 
form of (9.7), we have continued to make them throughout this thesis, 
but the reader should remember that it is (9.6) which is actually being 
implied. 
n 
(9.7) 
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X. APPENDIX B; PERCENTAGE POINTS FOR SOME DISTRIBUTIONS 
In this appendix we give percentage points for some of the 
distributions discussed In earlier chapters. 
We begin with the EDF statistics of Chapter Four. As In Chapter 
Four, we let denote the Kolmogorov-Smlmov statistic, the 
Kulper statistic, C^  the Cramer-von Mises statistic, Watson's 
statistic, and A^  the Anderson-Darling statistic. These statistics 
are based on an lid sample from a normal distribution with unknown mean 
and variance. The sample mean and variance are used as estimators of 
the unknown parameters. Stephens (1974) gave percentage points for the 
limiting distributions of these statistics (properly normalized). We 
reproduce these in Table 10.1 below. 
Table 10.1 Upper percentage points for the limiting distribution of 
EDF statistics (Stephens, 1974) 
Statistic Percentage points 
15.0% 10.0% 5.0% 2.5% 1.0% 
n^ D^ 
n^ /2v 
n 
0.775 0.819 0.895 0.955 1.035 
1.320 1.386 1.489 1.585 1.693 
0.091 0.104 0.126 0.148 0.178 
0.085 0.096 0.116 0.136 0.163 
0.576 0.656 0.787 0.918 1.092 
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Stephens (1974) also described the results of Monte Carlo 
determinations of the sampling distributions of the EOF statistics In 
Table 10.1 for finite samples. On the basis of his studies, he 
recommends some small sample modifications to the EDF statistics. We 
present these modifications in Table 10.2 below. 
Table 10.2 Small sample modifications to the EDF statistics 
(Stephens, 1974) 
Statistic Modification 
n^ /2D 
n 
[n^  ^- 0.01 + (0.85)n"^ ]^D^  
n^ V^ 
n 
[n^  ^+ 0.05 + (0.82)n"^ ]^V^  
"S [1 + (2n)~^ ]c2 
[1 + (2n)"l]U2 
[1 + (4)n"l - (25)n"^ ]A2 
The modified statistics have distributions which are better 
approximated, in finite samples, by the asymptotic values of Tsble 10.1 
than the unmodified statistics. It is recommended that the modified 
statistics be used in tests of significance for goodness-of-flt. The 
statistical package SAS uses the modification to calculate the 
significance level of the Kolmogorov-Smimov statistic. 
We next consider the limit distribution of the chi-square statistic 
described in Section B of Chapter Four. The limiting distribution is 
that of the random variable, 
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x\_3 + + ^ 2^ 2 k - 3, 4, ... ( 1 0 . 1 )  
where x^ _g is a chi-square random variable, with k - 3 degrees of 
freedom, Independent of (Zj, Zg)' ~ N2^ ®» 2^^  * constants , 
Ag were given by Watson (1957), and were discussed in Chapter Four. 
Dahiya and Gurland (1972) presented percentage points for the 
distribution of the random variable in (10.1) for 3 < k < 15 . We 
reproduce Dahiya and Gurland's table in Table 10.3 below. 
Table 10.3. Upper percentage points for the distri­
bution of x^ _3 + AjZ2 + AgZZ 
(Dahiya and Gurland, 1972) 
Number of classes 
k 
Percentage points 
10.0% 5.0% 1.0% 
13 
14 
15 
11 
12 
10 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
2.371 3.248 5.418 
3.928 5.107 7.917 
5.442 6.844 10.075 
6.905 8.479 12.021 
8.322 10.038 13.837 
9.703 11.543 15,567 
11.055 13.007 17.234 
12.384 14.438 18.852 
13.694 15.843 20.431 
14.988 17.226 21.977 
16.267 18.589 23.495 
17.535 19.937 24.990 
18.792 21.270 26.464 
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When the number of classes k Is large, the distribution of the 
random variable in (10.1) is very close to a chi-square distribution 
with k - 3 degrees of freedom. This is because the A^ 's are 
positive decreasing functions of k bounded above by one. For smaller 
values of k the distribution in Table 10.3 differs markedly from that 
of a x^ _3 random variable. It is recommended that Table 10.3 be used 
in tests of significance for goodness-of-fit tests based on the chi-
squared tested described in Chapter Four. 
We next consider a distribution associated with the outlier test 
described in Chapter Five. Let , ..., be lid N(u» random 
variables. The distribution of the random variable. 
called the maximum normed residual, has been tabulated for various 
values of n by Stefansky (1972). We use these results to tabulate the 
distribution of the random variable. 
l<t<n 
in Table 10.4 below. 
We present the distribution of the random variable in (10.3) 
because it is easier to use than the random variable In (10.2). In 
practice we can directly coiiq>are the largest standardized regression 
residual to the values in Table 10.4. 
max 
l<t<n 
(10.2) 
max (10.3) 
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Upper percentage points for the distribution of the random 
variable max | m^  ^(X^  - X) | for normal samples 
l<t<l 
(Stefansky, 1972) 
Size of sample Percentage points 
n 5.0% 1.0% 
5 1.716 1.764 
6 1.887 1.972 
7 2.021 2.138 
8 2.127 2.275 
9 2.215 2.387 
10 2.289 2.481 
11 2.356 2.565 
12 2.411 2.637 
13 2.463 2.699 
14 2.506 2.755 
15 2.548 2.806 
16 2.587 2.854 
17 2.620 2.896 
18 2.651 2.932 
19 2.681 2.970 
20 2.707 2.999 
22 2.759 3.061 
24 2.801 3.112 
26 2.840 3.160 
28 2.879 3.201 
30 2.908 3.236 
